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ABSTRACT

Pre-mature deterioration of reinforced concrete causes problems world-wide and the search for
reliable cost effective and environmental friendly repairs is intense. The service life of the repaired
structure is important in order to establish the annual cost and environmental impact for different
alternatives. This doctoral thesis focuses on the service life of concrete bridge decks repaired with
bonded concrete overlays. The approach was broad and based on the performance of a number of
bridge decks after approximately ten years in service. The main aims were to establish the overall
service life and to improve the design where improvements were needed. Efforts have been made
to make the repairs as robust as possible and the crucial production stage is always considered.
The following parameters were investigated:

• Wear and rutting
• Bond strength and extent and cause of cracks
• Relative humidity and temperature in the deck
• Freeze-thaw resistance and number of freeze-thaw cycles
• Concrete cover and service life criterion with respect to chloride initiated corrosion
• Service life predictions using moving boundary theory
• Chloride concentrations in de-icing water and in the surfaces of concrete overlays
• Absorption of water and chloride ions due to capillary suction of de-icing water
• Chloride ingress in solid and cracked parts of bonded concrete overlays

The wear and rutting were found to be limited. The bond between new and old concrete was
unaltered or increased after ten years in service. The cracking on the overlays was generally
limited. The main cracking causes were insufficient curing and reflective cracking due to
construction joints (cold casting joints) in the old bridge deck. The cracks can be avoided or made
non-hazardous with respect to corrosion and freeze-thaw damages with simple measures.

The chloride ingress was low in solid and limited in cracked parts of the overlay. Samples of
concrete, snow, slush and water were taken from the overlay during two years to quantify the
chloride concentrations and their variations. The chloride concentration interacted with the
weather, the local climate and the salt-spreading procedures. The chloride content in the overlays
was affected to at least 10 mm from the surface.

The relative humidity in the overlay was stable and low at approximately 20 mm from the wear
surface. The number of (salt)-freeze-thaw cycles was high. The thickness of the overlays was
found to be fairly normal distributed and this was used in the service life predictions.

The moving boundary method is suitable to predict the ingress of a chloride threshold value. The
method is easy to use with a probabilistic approach and simple and cheap to update and no
parameters have to be guessed. Numerical methods were also used and the influence of various
surface concentrations was investigated. The transport of chloride ions into cracked concrete was
treated with a two dimensional model and the influence of crack depth was found to be limited.

Both conventional capillary absorption tests and cyclic wetting and drying test out-doors were
conducted on mature concrete cast and aged in-situ. The conclusion was that capillary suction of
de-icing water could be the dominating factor in the chloride absorption process.

Key words: Repairs, bridge decks, bonded concrete overlays, service life, chloride ingress.
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SUMMARY

Pre-mature deterioration of reinforced concrete structures causes problems and costs world-wide. The search for reliable cost
effective and environmental friendly repair techniques is, therefore, intense. The service life of the repaired structure is of
fundamental importance in order to establish the annual cost (and environmental impact) for different techniques. The thesis
focuses on service life predictions of repaired Concrete Bridge Decks (CBD). The work is partly based on major field-tests
conducted in 1995 and between 1996 and 1998. The main aims were to establish the overall service life of the repaired concrete
bridge decks and to improve the design where (if) improvements were needed. Efforts have been made to make the repair
method as robust and reliable as possible. The production stage is, therefore, always considered in the conclusions and
recommendations.

The following parameters were investigated:
• Wear and rutting
• Bond strength and compressive strength
• Extent and cause of cracks
• Relative humidity and its distribution in the deck
• Temperature and its distribution in the deck
• Freeze-thaw resistance and number of freeze-thaw cycles
• Concrete cover
• Service life criterion with respect to chloride initiated corrosion
• Service life predictions using moving boundary theory
• Chloride concentrations in de-icing water and in the surfaces of concrete overlays
• Absorption of water and chloride ions due to capillary suction of de-icing water
• Chloride ingress in solid and cracked parts of bonded concrete overlays

Comprehensive sampling (130 cores) was conducted on seven concrete bridge decks repaired with bonded concrete overlays in
the mid-eighties. The wear and rutting were measured regularly between 1987 and 1995 on four of the bridges and were found to
be limited. The bond between new and old concrete was good and was unaltered or improved after ten years in service.

The cracking on the overlays was generally limited. The main causes were insufficient curing and reflective cracking due to
construction joints (cold casting joints) in the old bridge deck. The cracks can be avoided or made non-hazardous with respect
to corrosion and freeze-thaw damages with simple measures.

More than 140 so called chloride profiles were analysed from both solid and cracked parts of the overlays. Extensive sampling
was also conducted regularly during two years on a concrete bridge decks (flat slab) repaired with bonded concrete overlays.
Over 300 samples of concrete, snow, slush and water were taken from the surface of the overlay to evaluate the chloride
concentrations and their variations during the years. Chloride and moisture profiles were also established by field-testing.

The concrete flat slab was also monitored with temperature and relative humidity sensors between 1996 and 1999. The moisture
and temperature state in both the bonded overlay and in the old concrete bridge deck were measured and used to establish the
number of freeze-thaw cycles and salt-freeze-thaw cycles.

The concrete covers (height of the overlays) and their distribution were established for every bridge and used in the service life
predictions. The heights of the overlays were found to be fairly normal distributed. The service life criterion for chloride initiated
corrosion was also discussed partly from a structural view. Different service life criteria were established for different structural
elements.

The moving boundary theory was proposed and used in order to predict the chloride ingress in the interior parts of solid
concrete. The overall result was that the moving theory method was suitable to predict the ingress of a chosen chloride
threshold value and that it could easily be used with a probabilistic approach. The method was easy to understand, simple and
cheap to update and no parameters had to be guessed. The only input needed was approximately six chloride profiles where the
distance to the threshold value had been established carefully and the age of the concrete. The method does not need data
about the temperature, the precipitation, the use of de-icing agents, the composition of the concrete and the porosity etc. The
need for such a method is today large especially for old structures where the needed data often are lacking and expensive to
obtain.

The chloride concentration in the surface water and in the concrete surface interacted with the weather, the local climate and the
salt-spreading procedures. The chloride concentration in the concrete surface increased rapidly when it was covered with a
chloride contaminated slush and decreased rapidly when rinsed with precipitation.
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Capillary suction of de-icing water has been suggested by researches as a strong contributor to the chloride ingress in de-icing
environments. Both conventional capillary absorption tests and cyclic wetting and drying test out-doors were conducted on
mature concrete cast, cured and aged in-situ in order to quantify the amount of water that may be transported in and out of
concrete during cyclic wetting and drying. This information was used with the measured chloride content in the de-icing water
on wear surfaces to quantify the amount of chloride ions that may penetrate into concrete through absorption of de-icing water.
The conclusion was that capillary suction of de-icing water could be the dominating factor.

Chloride profiles were also obtained in the spring and in the autumn of 1998 from the same bridge at the same locations were the
samples for the surface concentrations were taken. Chloride ions were clearly transported from the concrete overlay due to the
rinsing of precipitation during the summer and autumn. The chloride content in the overlays was affected (decreased) to at least
10 mm from the surface.

Numerical methods were used with Fick’s second law of diffusion in order to predict the chloride ingress in solid and cracked
concrete overlays. The influence of various surface concentrations was investigated. The surface concentrations used had
been established through the field tests. The chloride ingress differed using different surface concentrations but the differences
decreased with time. The influence of chloride ions present in the old water-jetted CBD was also evaluated with the numerical
method and found to be small. The influence of the thickness of the overlay and the old concrete bridge deck were examined too
and the former had large and the latter small influence on the chloride ingress.

The two dimensional transport of chloride ions into cracked concrete was treated with a two dimensional model using a
numerical method. The influence of crack depth on the service life was evaluated briefly and found to be limited. However, if the
diffusion coefficient was high in the old concrete, the effect of a crack was increased significantly.

Alternative repair materials were also discussed. Stainless steel may be a robust and reliable cost-effective solution for bonded
concrete overlays.

Future research is needed in several fields and stainless steel and active maintenance are two of the more promising. The latter
could for example be use of hydrophobic treatment and rinsing of structures (at least sensitive details) at several occasions
during the de-icing seasons.
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SAMMANFATTNING

Förtida nedbrytning av armerade betongkonstruktioner orsakar problem och kostnader över hela världen. Sökandet efter
tillförlitliga, kostnadseffektiva och miljöanpassade reparationsmetoder är därför intensivt. Att kunna prediktera livslängd för en
reparerad struktur är avgörande för att kunna uppskatta årlig kostnad och miljöbelastning för olika reparationsalternativ.
Föreliggande avhandling fokuserar på livslängden hos reparerade brofarbanor av betong. Farbanorna repareras med
vattenbilning och pågjuten betong. Arbetet är baserat på omfattande provtagningar på olika broar under flera år. Huvudsyftena
med avhandlingen är dels att prediktera den övergripande livslängden hos de reparerade brofarbanorna, dels att förbättra
utformningen av reparationerna där (om) det behövdes. Stor möda är nedlagd för att få reparationstekniken så robust och
tillförlitlig som möjligt. Produktionen är därför alltid beaktad i konklusioner och rekommendationer.

Följande parametrar undersöktes:

• Slitage och spårdjup
• Vidhäftning mellan gammal brofarbana och slitbetong
• Tryckhållfasthet hos slitbetongen
• Utbredning och orsaker till eventuell sprickbildning i slitbetongen
• Relativ fuktighet och dennas fördelning i slitbetong och gammal farbana
• Temperatur och dess fördelning över tvärsnittet
• Frostbeständighet och antal frostcykler i verkligheten
• Slitbetongens tjocklek (täckande betongskikt) och dess fördelning
• Kriterier för kloridinitierad korrosion
• Livslängdsbestämning med den så kallade ”Moving boundary”-metoden
• Kloridkoncentrationer i tösaltningsvatten och i ytan på slitbetongen
• Absorption av vatten och klorider genom kapillärsugning av tösaltningsvatten
• Kloridinträngning i spruckna och ospruckna delar av slitbetongen

Slitage

Omfattande mätningar företogs såväl vid reparationerna av brofarbanorna i mitten på 1980-talet som 1995. Slitage och spårdjup
mättes regelbundet mellan 1987 och 1995. Såväl slitage som spårdjup var begränsade och slitbetongerna befanns ha tillräcklig
slitstyrka. På broar med stor trafikmängd, smala körfält och olika färger hos den slitstarka ballasten och cementpastan kan djupa
spår (20 mm) bildas efter tio år (40 miljoner fordon). Det finns flera enkla metoder för att förhindra att djupa spår bildas eller för
att reparera redan befintliga spår. Användandet av vit (grå) slitstark ballast, breda körfält, sidoförflyttning av trafiken och
tillsatser av silika minskar spårdjupen markant.

Att skapa och bibehålla jämna övergångar mellan väg och bro är viktigt för att minska påkänningarna (främst utmattning) i broar.
Övergångskonstruktionerna, inklusive en anslutande vägsträcka vars längd beror på trafikhastigheten, måste ses över med täta
intervall.

Vidhäftning och tryckhållfasthet

Vidhäftningen mellan slitbetong och gammal betong är helt avgörande för konstruktionens funktion. Den vattenbilade ytan skall
rengöras noggrant både efter vattenbilningen och precis innan slitbetongen appliceras. Rengöringen är en absolut förutsättning
för att god vidhäftning skall uppnås. Provningen visade att vidhäftningen är oförändrad eller något förbättrad efter tio år. Vid
dragprovningen sker brotten nästan uteslutande i den gamla betongen. Det finns inga tecken på utmattning av vidhäftningen.
Tryckhållfastheten hos slitbetongerna hade ökat och ökningen var störst för de slitbetonger som inte innehöll silika.

Sprickor

Slitbetongytorna sprickkarterades dels för att bestämma omfattningen av sprickorna, dels klargöra orsakerna till sprickorna (om
möjligt). Generellt uppvisade slitbetongerna låg eller begränsad uppsprickning. De flesta av sprickorna var krympsprickor vilka
uppstått under de tio första dagarna efter det att slitbetongen applicerats. Dessa sprickor kunde ha undvikits om
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produktionsmetoderna hade korrigerats något. Vattenhärdning med hjälp av vattendimma till dess att slitbetongen tål
konventionell vattenhärdning rekommenderas. Tält eller andra skyddande åtgärder bör också övervägas för att skydda
slitbetongen från regn (eller uttorkning) innan ytan uppnått tillräcklig hållfasthet.

Förutom krympsprickor i tidig ålder orsakade i vissa fall konstruktionsfogar och sprickor i den gamla betongen
reflektionssprickor i slitbetongen. Dessa sprickor kan med rätt utformning av reparationen undvikas och/eller göras ofarliga i
framtiden. Om samtliga krymp- och reflektionssprickor lämnas därhän är det kvarvarande antalet sprickor lågt och
uppsprickningen ofarlig.

Frostbeständighet

Pågjutningarna uppvisade god eller mycket god frostbeständighet. Frostbeständigheten hos pågjutningarna var oförändrad
eller förbättrad efter tio år i en saltrik miljö. Det fanns inga spår efter saltfrostavskalningar hos pågjutningarna.

Klorider

Över 140 kloridprofiler analyserades. Kloridinträngningen var låg i ospruckna delar och begränsad i spruckna delar av
slitbetongen efter tio års exponering i tösaltad miljö och slitbetongerna har motstått kloridinträngningen väl. Det finns ingen risk
för klorid- eller karbonatiseringsinitierad korrosion hos armeringen i den gamla betongen, förutom vid några få djupa krymp- eller
reflektionssprickor. Livslängden kan dock relativt enkelt förlängas om de djupa sprickorna impregneras eller repareras med hjälp
av någon av de lågviskösa reparationsmaterial som finns tillgängliga idag.

Relevanta beskrivningar av mikroklimatet (randvilkor) på betongytor i tösaltad miljö saknas i stor utsträckning. För att
kvantifiera kloridkoncentrationer i tösaltningsvatten, snö, slask och i betongytor togs över 300 prover i täta intervall under två
år vid tre olika mätområden på Gullmarsplans trafikplats (pelardäck av betong). Skillnaderna mellan de tre mätområdena med olika
mikroklimat vara stora. Kloridkoncentrationerna ökade när tösalter användes och minskade efter regn- och
snösmältningsperioder. Det värsta miljön infann sig under långa perioder med kall väderlek (-10 °C) och snöfall då snö och
tösalter bildade en ”smet” med höga kloridkoncentrationer som låg kvar på slitytorna.

Kloridprofiler togs även under vår och höst 1998 på samma plats som vissa ytprover tagits. Kloridinnehållet i betongen
minskade under vår, sommar och höst på grund av den sköljande effekten av regn och smältvatten. Ursköljningen var
signifikant till ett djup av åtminstone 10 mm från ytan.

Fukt

Pelardäcket instrumenterades med givare för att mäta temperatur och relativ fuktighet i tio olika mätpunkter med en timmes
intervall mellan 1996 och 1999. Den relativa fuktigheten i nivå med underkantsarmeringen varierade cykliskt mellan 88 %
(sommar) och 92 % (vinter) vilket innebär att korrosionshastigheten bör vara hög om korrosion initieras. Propageringsfasen har
därför negligerats vid livslängdsbestämningarna. Antalet frostcykler och saltfrostcykler räknades och fanns vara ca 20 per år.

Täckskikt och tröskelvärde

Slitbetongens höjd (täckande betongskikt) och fördelning mättes på samtliga broar. Normalfördelningen fanns vara en god
approximation. Kriteriet för kloridinitierad korrosion diskuterades med hänsyn till strukturernas statiska verkningssätt och olika
kriterier användes för olika typer av broar.

Den så kallade moving boundary-metoden prövades för att prediktera inträngningen av ett kloridtröskelvärde i de inre delarna
av slitbetongen. Resultatet visar preliminärt att metoden kan användas och att ett sannolikhetsbaserat angreppssätt enkelt kan
implementeras. Metoden är lätt att förstå, enkel och billig att uppdatera och inga parametrar behöver ”gissas”. Den enda
information som behövs är ca sex kloridprofiler där avståndet från ytan till det valda tröskelvärdet har bestämts noggrant.
Metoden behöver inte data kring temperatur, nederbörd, tösaltanvändning, betongrecept och porositet. Behovet för en sådan
metod är stort idag, speciellt för äldre strukturer, där information ofta saknas och/eller är dyr att ta fram.

Kloridinträngning genom kapillärsugning

Kapillärsugning av tösaltningsvatten har av flera forskare framförts som starkt bidragande till kloridinträngningen i tösaltad
miljö. Både konventionella kapillärsugningsförsök och försök med cyklisk torkning och kapillärsugning utomhus under höst och
vinter utfördes med gammal betong med låga vbt. Betongen hade gjutits och åldrats utomhus. Syftet var att kvantifieras
mängden (tösaltnings)vatten som kan absorberas av slitbetongen under relevanta förhållanden. Denna information användes
tillsammans med de uppmätta kloridkoncentrationerna i tösaltningsvattnet på Gullmarsplans trafikplats för att beräkna mängden
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klorider som kan tas upp till följd av kapillärsugning utomhus. Huvudkonklusionen var att kapillärsugning kan vara den
dominerande mekanismen för kloridinträngning utomhus. Inomhus (parkeringshus) påskyndades absorptionen markant.

Numerisk beräkning av kloridinträngning

Numeriska metoder användes tillsammans med Ficks andra lag för att prediktera kloridinträngning i såväl sprucken som
osprucken betong. Olika typer av tidsberoende ytkoncentrationer användes men generellt var effekten av tidsberoende
randvillkor liten efter ca 40 år. Inverkan av befintliga klorider i den gamla betongen undersöktes också med numeriska metoder
och brfanns vara liten. Inverkan av tjockleken på slitbetongen och det befintliga brobanedäcket undersöktes också och den
förra brfanns ha stor inverkan och den senare liten inverkan på kloridinträngningen.

Kloridinträngning i delvis sprucken slitbetong behandlades med tvådimensionella finita differenser. Inverkan av sprickdjupet
undersöktes och befanns vara måttlig om sprickan inte propagerat genom hela slitbetongen. Inverkan av sprickor ökade markant
om diffusions-koefficienten var hög i den gamla betongen.

Alternativa reparationsmetoder

Alternativa utformningar av reparationen diskuteras också. Rostfri armering är idag ett tillförlitligt  och kostnadseffektivt
alternativ.

Planerat underhåll

Reparationens utformning och underhållsinsatserna måste vara förenliga för att hela potentialen hos reparationen skall kunna
tillgodogöras och därigenom minska kostnaderna och miljöbelastningen för att hålla strukturen i drift. Framtida underhåll bör
(och kan) förutses redan i projekteringsfasen för att man redan där skall kunna förbereda för dessa. Förslag på framtida
reparationers utformning kan också skisseras. All information rörande bron bör dokumenteras och arkiveras i en servicebok.
Orsak, filosofi, metod och provresultat (vad, var, hur, varför, resultat och slutsats) från reparationen (nybyggnationen) bör
dokumenteras för framtida användning.

Slitbetongerna har fungerat väl. De flesta av skadorna (sprickorna) kan lätt repareras och framförallt undvikas på framtida objekt.
Reparationsmetoden med vattenbilning och pågjutning av betong är sund, pålitlig, snabb och kostnadseffektiv.
Miljöbelastningen bör vara begränsad om det löpande underhållet sköts väl.

Fortsatt forskning

Fortsatt forskning behövs på flera områden för armerade betongkonstruktioner. Användning av rostfritt stål och aktivt
underhåll är två intressanta områden. Det senare inkluderar användning av hydrofobisk behandling och frekvent spolning
(automatisk eventuellt) av utsatta konstruktionsdelar under tösaltningssäsongen.

CONTENT OF THE THESIS

The thesis comprises the following nine papers:

1.  Andersen, A., & Paulsson, J., (1997), “Measurements on seasonal and diurnal variations of environmental conditions
surrounding a heavily trafficked bridge structure”, Proceedings, International Conference on Repair of Concrete Structures,
Svolvaer, Norway, May 28-29, 1997, pp. 144-152.
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2.  Alavizadeh-Farhang, A., & Paulsson, J., (1997), “Measurements on seasonal and daily variation of temperature distribution
across a concrete bridge slab due to change of ambient temperature and solar radiation”, Proceedings, Nordic Mini-seminar
of the Nordic Concrete Federation on “Moisture Measurements in Concrete Constructions Exposed to Temperature and
Moisture Variations” (VTT Symposium No. 174), Espoo, Finland, August 22, 1997, pp. 20-42.

3.  Paulsson, J., & Alavizadeh-Farhang, A., (1997), “Measurements on the moisture state in a heavily trafficked concrete slab
repaired with a bonded concrete overlay”, Proceedings, Nordic Mini-seminar of the Nordic Concrete Federation on
“Moisture Measurements in Concrete Constructions Exposed to Temperature and Moisture Variations” (VTT Symposium
No. 174), Espoo, Finland, August 22, 1997, pp. 5-19.

4.  Paulsson, J., & Silfwerbrand, J., (1998), “Durability of repaired bridge deck overlays - effects of deicing salt and freeze-thaw
cycles”, Concrete International, Vol. 20, No. 2, February 1998, pp. 76-82.

5.  Silfwerbrand, J., & Paulsson, J., (1998), “Swedish experience: Better bonding of bridge deck overlays”, Concrete
International, Vol. 20, No. 10, October 1998, pp. 56-61.

6.  Paulsson-Tralla, J., (1999), “Service life prediction of concrete bridge decks repaired with bonded concrete overlays”,
submitted to Materials & Structures.

7.  Paulsson-Tralla, J., (1999), “Absorption and desorption of water for mature concrete with low w/b ratios”, submitted to
Magazine of Concrete Research.

8.  Paulsson-Tralla, J., (1999), “Water absorption properties, moisture state, and number of freeze-thaw cycles in a repaired
concrete bridge deck”, submitted to Nordic Concrete Research.

9.  Paulsson-Tralla, J., (1999), “Evaluation of chloride ingress in solid and cracked concrete using real environmental loads”,
submitted to ACI Materials Journal.

Jonatan Paulsson-Tralla’s contribution to the publications with co-authors:
1. Major part of sampling and research. Major part of writing. No chemical analysis.
2. Major part of technology. Minor part of writing.
3. Major part of technology. Major part of writing.
4. Major part of experiment. Major part of writing.
5. Part of experiment. Part of writing.

INTRODUCTION

An ever increasing number of damaged concrete bridge decks have been reported during the last two decades from several
parts of the world, Ingvarsson and Westerberg (1985), Hoff (1985) and Mallet (1994). There are approximately 240,000 bridges
classified as structurally or functionally deficient in the United States, Grace and Abdel-Sayed (1996) and Ma et. al. (1996). There
are several different mechanisms that cause the damages but chloride initiated corrosion is probably the dominating mechanism.

A typical Swedish concrete bridge deck is shown in figure 1. The material composition and thickness of each layer has changed
during the years but the main principles are the same today. The concrete bridge deck should be protected from water and de-
icing water by the (often bituminous) isolation. A thin (50 mm) reinforced concrete topping is thereafter placed on top of the
isolation to protect it from wear and fatigue. The wearing layer consists of asphalt.

Concrete bridge deck reinforced in two ways, 200 mm

Bitumen mat Asphalt, 40-100 mm Protective concrete, 50 mm
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Figure 1. Cross-section of a typical Swedish concrete bridge deck.

The effectiveness of the protective system is questionable (Racutanu, 1998). The system has often performed satisfactorily were
it has been installed properly but the system is quite vulnerable and signs of distress are rarely noticed until severe damage has
occurred. It is important that every layer is installed with caution. The concrete has to dry for approximately one month before
installing the isolation (if protected from precipitation). This can be a risk because the contractor can try to make up lost time by
ignoring the need for drying.

The Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) was in early nineteen-eighties searching for a cost effective repair that
could be used on many of the damaged bridge decks in Sweden. The water-jetting technique was developed at the same time
and the SNRA decided to repair a large number of bridge decks with this technique.

In order to give the repaired concrete bridge deck sufficient service life, the bonded concrete overlay requires:

1. A long-term stable bond to the old bridge deck.
2. Sufficient wear resistance to withstand wear and rutting.
3. Sufficient salt-freeze-thaw resistance to withstand numerous freeze-thaw cycles with de-icing agents.
4. Sufficient resistance to chloride ingress to protect the reinforcement from corrosion.
It is, therefore necessary to have a broad approach when predicting the service life of the repaired concrete bridge deck. Some
of the deterioration mechanisms may need different measures that may interfere with each other.

AIM AND SCOPE

The aim with this thesis is to bring the conclusions from studied parameters together to a broad synthesis with overall
conclusions and with clear recommendations for future repair and maintenance. The recommendations are based both on the
results from the extensive work by Silfwerbrand (1987) and Silfwerbrand (1990) and from the current studies and on the author’s
experience with practical work with this type of repair (Paulsson, 1995, and Paulsson and Silfwerbrand, 1995). The following
parameters were investigated for the repaired bridge decks:

• Wear and rutting
• Bond strength and compressive strength
• Extent and cause of cracks
• Relative humidity and its distribution in the deck
• Temperature and its distribution in the deck
• Freeze-thaw resistance and number of freeze-thaw cycles
• Concrete cover
• Service life criterion with respect to chloride initiated corrosion
• Service life predictions using moving boundary theory
• Chloride concentrations in de-icing water and in the surfaces of concrete overlays
• Absorption of water and chloride ions due to capillary suction of de-icing water
• Chloride ingress in solid and cracked parts of bonded concrete overlays

The results are based on detailed field studies from eight bridge decks and any extension of the results to other elements
should, therefore, be done with care.

ABRASION RESISTANCE

One of the main reasons why the SNRA decided to try out bonded concrete overlays in the mid-eighties was the high wear
resistance and low (no) deformation at high temperatures of concrete overlays. The goal was to develop an overlay that could
sustain the severe rutting that took place on many of the bridges with asphalt wear courses. Some bridges were repaired almost
every year due to the rutting before the bonded concrete overlays were installed.

The Department of Structural Engineering, KTH, has in co-operation with SNRA, during the time period 1987-1995 continuously
measured the wear on four of the bridges in current investigation: Viktoria Bridge, Teg Bridge, Bjurholm Bridge and Överboda
Bridge. The measurements were made with a laser-equipped beam that was developed at the department. Only the overall results
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will be given here and for further information, see Paulsson, 1996 a, and Paulsson 1996 b. Ocular inspection of the wear and
rutting on Mälsund Bridge, Långhals Bridge and Södertälje Bridge, were also made in 1995 and 1997.

The wear resistance of a concrete overlay is dependent on several factors. The production stage may be the most critical part in
achieving a concrete overlay with good wear resistance and good rideability. If the fresh concrete cannot be handled and
finished in proper way, all benefits from designing a wear resistant concrete may be lost. The concrete must be designed with
respect to in situ conditions and that the tools and techniques used in the production must be known before the concrete mix is
designed (or the other way around).

Abrasion mechanisms

Different concretes may have different major deterioration mechanisms to wear. There are at least three major deterioration
mechanisms: (i) The aggregates are worn down. (ii) The paste is worn down. (iii) The aggregates are ripped out of the wear
surface (paste) due to lack of bond, see figure 2. The three mechanisms interact and the interaction is dependent on the concrete
properties.

Figure 2a. The fresh concrete separated and the aggregate content at the wear surface was low and uneven. b. The aggregate
has higher resistance to wear than the paste and the paste is worn down faster than the aggregates which causes the latter to
“stand up”. c. Finally, the aggregate is ripped out of the surface causing the adjacent aggregate to “stand up”.

The composition of the concrete, as well in the fresh state as in the hardened state, will decide the dominating abrasion
mechanism. Knowledge of how the concrete will wear down is necessary in order to improve its wear resistance (if it is needed).
If the overlay is worn down by mechanism iii, there is no use of choosing a more wear resistant aggregate. The actions might
instead be focused on achieving a better bond between the aggregate and the paste and less separation.

Basic steps to achieve an overlay with proper wear resistance

The recommendations are mainly based on measurements, on inspections and on observations of the behaviour of overlays
during casting. The recommendations are suited for the traditional casting technique with vibrating pokers and screeds and
magnesium bull floats. The technique requires that the concrete has a slump between 70 and 130 mm.

The first step is to decide how wear resistant the overlay has to be in order to be cost efficient including maintenance, repair,
and traffic jams during repair etc. The traffic volume and the frequency of studded tyres are the two main factors to consider.
There are no reasons to use special aggregates if the traffic volume and/or the use of studded tyres are low. If the bridge is
wide, an eventual repair may not disturb the traffic and the use of a normal wear resistant overlay may be the best choice. The
same holds if alternative traffic routs are available.

The second step is to establish the relation between the paste’s and the aggregate’s abrasion resistance and the bond between
them. If the paste has higher wear resistance than the aggregates, little effort has to be made to get high aggregate content in
the wear surface. Eventual aggregate separation is then not a problem but merely advantageous as long as it occurs evenly on
the entire overlay. Uneven wear properties of the overlay may cause an uneven wear surface with low rideability and accelerated
wear.

If the paste and the aggregates have equal wear resistance, the effect of any change in the concrete composition has to be
analysed. If the w/c-ratio is lowered, the wear resistance of the paste and the bond to the aggregate will probably increase and
so also the wear resistance of the overlay. If instead a more wear resistant aggregate is used, and the w/c-ratio is held constant,
the wear resistance may not increase at all. The paste may be abraded away around the aggregate that will “stand up” from the
wear surface and, finally, be ripped out of the surface.

Effects of silica fume

a. At the completion
of the overlay

b. The wear has exposed
some of the aggregates

c. One aggregate is ripped out of
the surface and the next one is on
its way

A strong bond is especially
important below the
aggregates
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If aggregates with high wear resistance are used, the bond to the paste has to be good. Water separation may cause water to
gather below large aggregates and weaken the bond below the aggregates. Silica fume improves the bond between aggregates
and paste since the interfacial zone is improved and by decreasing the water separation. The bond also is improved the most
where it is needed the most, namely below the aggregate, due to the increased stability of the fresh mix. Silica fume also
decreases the aggregate separation, which further improves the wear resistance.

Influence of the maximum size of the aggregates

The optimal dmax for high wear resistance is a function of many variables, e.g., type of aggregate, shape and texture of the
aggregate, the composition of the paste and the rheology of the fresh mix. If the aggregates are more resistant to wear than the
paste, increasing the total aggregate content may improve the wear resistance of the overlay. The increase in aggregate content
may be accomplished by increasing the dmax but the separation risk may increase and the benefits may easily be spoiled. A dmax

of 16 mm seemed to be the upper limit for the conventional casting technique, i.e., vibrating pokers and screeds.

Effect of the tyre properties

The use of studded tyres has decreased in Sweden the last decade due to the increased market share for winter tyres without
studs. The use of studs has probably decreased the most in the urban areas where the problem with rutting has been the
largest. Studded tyres have also been subjected to rapid improvements. The new lightweight studs are not as harmful to
overlays as the old heavy studs and the wear may have decreased with 30 to 70 % in the last ten years. The service lives due to
wear (rutting) may, therefore, have been increased without increasing the wear resistance.

However, there is a new law in Sweden that will force cars to use winter tyres in the winter. The law is partly due to a number of
severe traffic accidents during the winter of 1998-99 and the law may increase the use of studded tyres. This may increase the
wear and the example shows that service life of bridges may be affected by political decisions, which are hard to incorporate in
any service life predictions.

Effects of the colour of the aggregates

A bright and dense overlay reflects the light better than a porous and dark one. This is especially important for tunnels but also
for roads. The maintenance cost for the road light can be as high as the cost for maintaining the rideability of the road surface
(Wilk, 1980).

The colour of the aggregate is important and if it has a deviating colour from the cement paste, the ruts after the initial wear will
be seen clearly and the drivers may (intentionally or not) place their vehicles in the same ruts and the rutting may be accelerated
and concentrated. If white or grey aggregates are used instead, e.g., quartzite, the initial wear will not be seen as clearly and the
service life with respect to rutting may be prolonged.

Another method to avoid the initial wear would be to spray a retarder on top of the overlay. The laitence layer could then be
removed after a couple of hours by gentle brushing and the aggregates would be exposed over the whole overlay. The entire
overlay would then have the same appearance (colour) throughout its service life. However, this method may be hard to use in
combination with proper water curing.

Repair of ruts

There are in principal two methods of repairing ruts. Either the abraded concrete is replaced with new material or the middle part
(tops) is removed by milling or grinding. The first method has been tried in Sweden with success (Pettersson and Silfwerbrand,
1993, and Pettersson and Silfwerbrand, 1994, and Berglund, 1999).

The other method, i.e., milling or grinding down the tops, is quick and easy but it demands that the expansion joints can handle
the decreased height (10 to 20 mm) of the overlay. The height difference at the expansion joints can be handled on both some of
the existing joints and on new joints (Paulsson, 1997).

A third method, which avoids the rutting, is in principle the same as the previous method but the grinding of the tops is done by
the traffic. The trick is to move the traffic sideways, see figure 3, when the ruts are 5 to 10 mm deep.
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Figure 3. Move the traffic sideways to make the overlay wear down evenly. The ruts are exaggerated.

The traffic can easily be moved sideways by repainting the road lines if the necessary room is available on the bridge deck. The
bridge could also be slightly widened, 0,2 to 0,3 m at each side, at the repair to create the necessary space. The cost for the
widening would be low (if any) if the end beams have to be replaced anyway at the repair.

The benefits of this type of planning and active maintenance cannot be over-emphasised for bridges with large traffic volumes.
The service life with respect to rutting for the south bound lane at Teg Bridge was 11 years (44·106 vehicles) while the service
life with respect to corrosion, frost damages and bond was at least 50, probably 100 years. If the traffic had been moved
sideways or if the tops had been milled down, the service life with respect to wear could easily be extended to 30 years with low
(if any) extra costs. The design (repair) philosophy has to be compatible with the maintenance philosophy.

Results from the overlays in the investigation

Wear will be rendered as maximum depth of the ruts, development of the ruts (rutting rate) and the total amount of abraded
concrete per vehicle. Mälsund Bridge, Överboda Bridge and Södertälje Bridge had almost identical dry concrete mixes but
different geographic location and amount of traffic.

The total amount of abraded concrete per vehicle was in the same range for Viktoria Bridge, Teg Bridge and Överboda Bridge.
The compressive strength did not seemed to have affected the total amount of abraded material on the overlays on these
bridges (Paulsson, 1996a). The rutting was mainly a function of the amount of traffic, the width of the lanes on the bridge and
the colour of the coarse aggregates. In table 1, the depth of the ruts in 1995 is shown. The rutting rate was approximately twice
as high at the bridges with red aggregates and narrow lanes as on bridges with wide lanes and grey aggregates.

Table 1. Depth of ruts in 1995 (1997)

Bridge Depth
of ruts
(mm)

Increase

(mm)

Number of
vehicles in
lane

Increase per vehicle
(mm/million)

Width of lane

(m)

Colour of
aggregates

Teg 21 18 32 million 0,56 3,5 Red

Old CBD         SFRC overlay        CurbRuts 0,5 m
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(Umeå)
Viktoria 16,5 14 23 million 0,61 3,75 Red
Överboda 5 3 13 million 0,23 4,5 (6 incl.

shoulder)
Grey

Södertälje - ∼5 15 million 0,33 4,5 Grey

The rutting rate was not accelerated at any of the overlays. Långhals Bridge and Mälsund Bridge, with low amount of traffic,
showed no ruts at all after 10 years in service. The development of the ruts at Teg Bridge, Viktoria Bridge and at Överboda
Bridge is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Development of the maximum depth of ruts at Teg (Umeå) Bridge, Viktoria Bridge and Överboda Bridge.

Conclusions - Abrasion Resistance

The concrete overlays in the investigation have performed well but to take full advantage of the overlays’ potential, some minor
actions could be taken at the design stage. The traffic lanes should, if possible, be moved sideways at regular intervals to avoid
the rutting on bridges with high traffic volume and narrow lanes and the service life would thereby increase two to three times.
The tops could also be ground but additional care might have to be taken to the expansion joints so that they can handle the
wear.

The concrete should be designed with respect to casting procedures. A concrete mix with dmax 16 mm, a smooth particle size
distribution (no discontinuities), wear resistant aggregates, grey aggregates, a good bond between aggregate and cement paste
(5 % silica fume), good stability and good workability will give high wear resistance in situ. With a concrete mix, a production
technique and a maintenance philosophy that are compatible, bonded concrete overlays offer a good and reliable repair method
with long service life with respect to wear and rutting to a low annual cost.

BOND STRENGTH (PAPER 5)

The bond between new and old concrete is fundamental for bonded concrete overlays and its importance can not be over-
emphasised. The bond was tested on almost every repaired deck approximately one month after casting by the Department of
Structural Engineering and was found to be good as long as the surface of the old concrete had been properly cleaned before
casting the new overlay (Silfwerbrand, 1990). However, the long-term properties of the bond between water-jetted concrete and
new concrete had not been investigated. An important task was, therefore, to evaluate how the bond had developed after ten
years in service with exposure to stresses caused by shrinkage, temperature and live loads.

Seven bridges were selected in collaboration with SNRA to be part of the study. Four continuous steel girder bridges with
concrete decks, two concrete arch bridges and one concrete flat slab bridge were selected to evaluate if and how different
bearing systems affected the long-term behaviour of the repair. The amount of traffic that the different bridges carried ranged
from 200 to 24 000 vehicles per day. All bridges were exposed to de-icing salt to various extents.
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From each bridge, approximately 20 cores with a diameter of 100 mm were drilled and nine of them were used for bond testing
(Paulsson, 1997). The failure stress was defined as the stress at which the core broke. If the failure occurred in the old concrete,
the failure stress was just a lower bound for the bond strength. Almost all failures took place in the old concrete and no pure
bond failure occurred. Table 2 shows the failure stresses approximately one month after the repair and in 1995.

Table 2. Failure stress from bond test

Bridge Bridge type Built Repair Failure stress at time of
repair
MPa

Failure stress
1995
MPa

Bjurholm Composite 1966 1985 1,96 (9)1 1,99 (8)3

Mälsund Arch 1924 1986 1,71 (6)1 2,17 (8)3

Viktoria Composite 1960 1987 1,43 (3)1 1,82 (9)3

Södertälje Flat slab 1966 1989 > 1,5 (-)2 1,83 (9)3

Umeå Composite 1949 1987 1,56 (4)1 1,61 (9)3

Vrena Composite 1937 1987 1,49 (8)1 1,56 (9)3

Överboda Arch 1946 1986 1,80 (5)1 2,18 (9)3

1. Number of cores tested at repair. 2. Unknown number tested.  3. Number of cores tested in 1995.

The bond was found to be at least as good as and in most cases better in 1995 than at times of repair (Paper 5). There were no
differences in bond strength between areas subjected to positive or negative moment in the decks and there were no signs of
fatigue of the bond or the old concrete. The bond was not negatively affected by stresses due to differential shrinkage and
temperature. These observations imply that removal of concrete with water-jetting and replacing it with bonded concrete is a
reliable technique with respect to structural interaction.

CRACKING IN CONCRETE OVERLAYS (PAPER 4)

A comprehensive crack mapping was conducted on every bridge in the investigation (Paulsson, 1997). The main concern was
that cracks could promote the ingress of de-icing agents and initiate corrosion in the reinforcement in the old bridge deck. There
was also a risk that de-icing water could cause freeze-thaw damages on the old bridge deck since the old concrete seldom had
adequate salt-freeze-thaw resistance. The overall result of the crack mapping was that the cracking was limited after
approximately ten years in service and that most cracks can be avoided on future objects. There were mainly two causes to the
cracks:

(i) Insufficient curing procedures in combination with hot and windy conditions at time of placing the overlays. Most cracks
found in the overlays after ten years in service could also have been detected after ten days (Paper 4). The low w/b-ratios (0,31)
of the overlays on some of the bridges made the concrete vulnerable to early loss of water. The use of curing compounds was
probably a mistake. It was sometimes applied too late (on semi-dry concrete surfaces) and it later prevented the water from the
subsequent water curing to reach the concrete. Fresh concrete wit low w/b-ratios should never be allowed to loose any water to
the ambient air but instead be kept moist by fogging the concrete until the surface is strong enough to handle ordinary water
curing. Water curing with cold water will also decrease the rate of hydration and heat development of the overlay somewhat and
thereby decrease the risks of temperature cracks. Shrinkage cracks can be avoided since it is possible to use concrete with low
w/b-ratios in hot conditions if the fogging and water curing are done with care (Paulsson, 1995, and Paulsson and Silfwerbrand,
1995).

(ii) Construction (casting or cold) joints in the old concrete bridge deck sometimes reflected through some of the overlays and
caused reflective cracks throughout the overlay (Paulsson, 1997). The construction joints are a problem no matter if bonded
concrete overlays or isolation systems (often bituminous) are used. Concentrated strains in an isolation material above the joint
may cause it to fatigue and crack, especially in cold conditions, and thereby create a path for de-icing water and oxygen to the
reinforcement in construction joint. The problems with the reflective cracks can be dealt with in several ways. Stainless steel
reinforcement can be installed in the overlay above the construction joint. The reinforcement can be used to decrease the width
of an eventual reflective crack and thereby protect the underlying parts from de-icing water and corrosion. It could also be used
to “replace” the reinforcement in the underlying joint and thereby eliminate the effect of corrosion in the old reinforcement in the
joint. Another alternative, which may be cost effective, is to ignore the construction joints at the repairs. The overlay is
thereafter kept under surveillance and if any reflective cracks appear, they could be repaired with any of the self-penetrating
repair materials that are available on the market (Paulsson, 1997).
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MOISTURE AND TEMPERATURE STATE IN REPAIRED CONCRETE BRIDGE DECKS
(PAPER 2 AND 3)

The moisture state in concrete structures is important to quantify since it affects most of the important deterioration mechanism.
The Relative Humidity (RH) in both the concrete overlay (100 mm, w/c-ratio 0,33) and the concrete flat slab (300 mm, w/c-ratio
0,45) for Gullmarsplan Bridge was, therefore, measured with two different methods. First ten so called Sahlén gauges (RH and
temperature gauges) were installed at different depths of the overlay and concrete bridge deck (Paper 3). The RH and the
temperature were measured every hour during two and a half years to evaluate if and how seasonal and diurnal changes in the
weather affected the moisture and temperature state in the concrete slab.

The concrete slab clearly interacted with changes in the environment. The RH in the top part of the overlay increased after long
wet periods with rain and with increased temperature. However, the measurements in the top part of the overlay may be
uncertain due to the inherent difficulties in measuring the RH in concrete with low w/c-ratios during rapid temperature
fluctuations. The measurement at the soffit using the Sahlén sensors was probably reliable. The RH in the old concrete at the
level of the reinforcement (35 mm from the soffit) was approximately 88 % in the summer and 92 % in the winter.

Concrete samples were also taken out of the overlay with a jackhammer and transported in tubes to laboratory where the RH
was measured in a climate chamber. The RH was 86 % to 92 % in the top 15 mm of the overlay after several days of heavy rain
and 72 % to 70 % from 20 to 70 mm of the overlay. The measurements showed that the RH below 20 mm in solid parts of the
overlay was low even after long periods of rain, which also have been showed by Paroll and Nykänen (1999). This in turn
implies that the risk of corrosion and eventual rate of corrosion could be low at 20 mm from the surface. It also implies that the
chloride ingress rate could be lower in the interior drier part than in the top 20 mm of the overlay. The degree of capillary
saturation was also measured and found to be 80 % for the top 30 mm. The risk for freeze-thaw damages may, therefore, be low.

The temperature measurement showed that the temperature in the concrete flat slab was controlled by the temperature in the
ambient air and the amount of solar heating. The temperature in the wear surface increased rapidly due to solar radiation and the
maximum temperature recorded was 37º C. The maximum temperature difference between the surface and the soffit was 17º C and
the distribution was highly non-linear (Paper 2).

SALT-FREEZE-THAW RESISTANCE AND NUMBER OF FREEZE-THAW CYCLES (PAPER 4
AND 8)

The salt-freeze-thaw resistance of all overlays was good or very good after 112 cycles according to the so-called Borås-method.
Deterioration due to frost damages was, therefore, not a problem for the overlays. No scaling was observed on any of the
overlays (Paulsson, 1997).

The number of Freeze-Thaw Cycles (FTC) at different depths from the surface was investigated at Gullmarsplan Bridge. The
temperature throughout the concrete flat slab (400 mm including overlay) was measured at ten locations every hour, see Paper 3
for test set-up and details and Paper 8 for more results. Three different criteria for the freezing of pore water have been used: (i)
The pore water freezes and thaws at 0 °C. (ii) The pore water freezes and thaws at –2 °C. (iii) The pore water freezes at –2 °C
(super-cools) and thaws at 0 °C (Krus, 1996).

The overall result indicates that for each sampling depth the two first criteria yield the same number of FTC in Stockholm during
the winter of 1997/1998, see table 3. The top part of the concrete flat slab had the largest number of FTC and the middle part had
the least number. All parts of the slab had fewer FTC than ambient air. Similar observations were made by Krus (1996) using
numerical simulations. Solar radiation etc. did not affect the number of FTC significantly at the depth of 35 mm.

Table 3 Temperature data and the number of FTC from Oct 3, 1997, to Oct 3, 1998

Distance from
surface to
sensor
mm

Min
temp
°C

Max
tem
p
°C

Average
temp
°C

Number of
freeze-thaw
cycles 0 °C

Number of
freeze-thaw
cycles –2 °C

Number of freeze-
thaw cycles –2/0
°C2

5 -11,5 37 8,2 37 39 21
15 -10,5 37 8,8 34 32 16
35 -12 33,5 8,3 32 32 18
65 -12 31,5 8,5 27 29 16
340 (40)1 -12 24,5 7,6 33 32 14
Outside3 -13,5 25 7,6 77 47 32
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1. Distance from the bottom (soffit) of the slab. 2. Pore water is assumed to freeze at –2 °C but thaw at 0 °C. 3. At the soffit of the flat slab and
protected from sun, wind and precipitation.

If the effect of super-cooling was taken into account the number of FTC decreased with approximately 50 %. This was also
found by Krus (1996). He further concluded that the simulated number of FTC for a concrete slab with a thickness of 500 mm in
Stockholm was 27 at the surface, 15 at 50 mm from the surface and 10 at 100 mm from the surface using criterion (iii). The
numbers of FTC corresponds fairly well with the measured numbers. The observation shows that the method proposed by Krus
(1996) can be used to predict the number of FTC in concrete members subjected to temperature variations.

The number of freeze-thaw cycles was high at all depths of the repaired concrete flat slab (Paper 8) and adequate freeze-thaw
resistance is necessary. The measured highest freezing rate at the surface was 1 °C/h (from 0 °C to –2 °C in two hours). Freezing
rates of 0,5 °C/h was observed at several occasions.

De-icing agents were used at approximately 70 occasion between the 3rd of October 1997 and the 3rd of October 1998. Sensor G1
close to the wear surface registered approximately 20 freezing occasions (using any of the three criteria) when de-icing agents
had been spread on the wear surface the same day or the day before. The number shows that freezing and thawing of the wear
surface in combination with de-icing agents occur frequently. Adequate salt-frost-resistance is, therefore, necessary for the
concrete in order to provide a durable concrete overlay.

The “mean” chloride content in the de-icing water or slush present on the overlay after the use of de-icing agents was
approximately 6 g/l (10 g/l NaCl). Chloride contents of 36 g/l (60 g/l NaCl) were also recorded occasionally. The Borås-method
(SS 13 72 44) uses a NaCl content of 30 g/l, which is considered as the worst exposure (BHB). The observations indicate that the
chloride content used in the Borås-method is realistic.

CONCRETE COVER (PAPER 6)

One of the most important factors affecting the service life of reinforced concrete structures is the concrete cover. For a
concrete bridge deck that has been water-jetted and overlaid with a new bonded concrete overlay, the prediction of the concrete
cover is difficult. The uncertainties are large since some concrete has been removed and new concrete has been installed.
Physical measurements are hard to perform due to the large cover. Most of the uncertainties could be avoided if the contractor
surveyed both the water-jetted surface and the top surface of the overlay to document the real height of the overlay. This
document could then be used for quality assurance and incorporated in the “service book” for planning of future maintenance.
The reliability of service life predictions would also increase since the real distribution of the height of the overlay would be
known. If a survey is not available, the height of the overlay could be estimated by coring.

Measured heights of the overlays

The heights of the concrete overlays in the investigation are shown in Table 4. The measurements were made by coring except
for Gullmarsplan Bridge where the measurements are from surveys done in 1993 and 1994 by the author when working for the
contractor conducting the repairs (Paulsson, 1995). The error in the measurements was ± 5 mm due to the rough surface created
by the water jetting. The lower 5 % percentile values were obtained assuming a normal distribution and that the STD was
known. The values in the parenthesis should be used if the STD is not known (which it is not). These values have been
obtained with the t-distribution (student-) but the influence was small since the number of samples for each overlay was fairly
large.

The effect of the old concrete cover remaining or exposed re-bars after the water jetting has been neglected since the effect was
small (Paper 6). The assumption is in most cases on the conservative side since hardly any re-bars were found at the interface or
in the overlay, i.e., the entire old concrete cover is rarely removed by the water-jetting.

Table 4. Height of overlays in the investigation

Bridge Min
blue print
mm

Min

mm

Max

mm

Mean

mm

STD

mm

Height
5 % perc.
mm

STD of
mean
mm

Height
5 % of mean
mm

No. of
samples

Södertälje 60 70 110 88 11 69 (68) 3 83 (83) 15
Mälsund 80 100 140 121 12 102

(100)
3 116 (116) 15

Överboda 601 60 90 75 11 57 (56) 3 71 (70) 17
Bjurholm2 90 35 120 69 23 32 (30) 5 61 (61) 20
Viktoria 60 50 130 90 22 53 (51) 6 81 (80) 16
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Teg (Umeå) 60 60 100 79 12 60 (59) 3 75 (75) 18
Långhals 80 95 160 110 14 87 (86) 3 105 (104) 17
Gullmarsplan 60 60 250 142 40 78 (76) 4 136 (136) 97

1. No information regarding thickness of overlay found in blue prints but 60 mm could be assumed. 2. The bonded concrete overlay on Bjurholm
Bridge was milled two years after the repair and the thickness of the overlay probably decreased with 5 to 15 mm.

In figures 5 and 6, the histograms of the relative and the cumulative frequencies are shown for the heights of the overlays at Teg
Bridge and Gullmarsplan Bridge. The normal distribution for the mean values and the STD is also shown. The other bridges’
distributions are shown in Appendix Concrete Covers. The normal distribution was generally a fair approximation for all eight
bridges.

The spread of the height of the overlay at Teg (Umeå) Bridge was small and the range (maximum-minimum) was only 40 mm. The
prescribed minimum thickness of the overlay at the blue prints was achieved. The 5 % percentile value is 76 % of the mean
value, which is economical. The depth of the overlay should be as even as possible to achieve a cost efficient repair.
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Figure 5. Relative and cumulative frequency for the overlay depth on Teg (Umeå) Bridge.

The distribution of the height of the overlay at Gullmarsplan Bridge was close to normal distributed. The number of sampling
points was larger than on the other bridges, which indicates that the height is normal distributed if only the number of sampling
point was large.

Figure 6. Relative and cumulative frequency for the overlay depth on Gullmarsplan Bridge.

The large spread at Gullmarsplan Bridge was due to the nature of the repairs of the structure. The old concrete flat slab,
completed in 1945, had its top part of the slab cast with 1 to 2 % slope to accommodate the rinsing of water, see figure 7.
However, in 1984, the flat slab was widened by building a new flat slab adjacent to the old one with only an expansion joint
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between the old and new flat slab. The traffic, when driving in the same lane, passes from the old slab onto the new one and the
level of the riding surface on the two flat slabs must of course be consistent. For some reason 150 to 300 mm of asphalt overlay
was added on to the existing asphalt overlay on the old slab to create the consistent level of the riding surface in 1984. This was
not known by the contractor when the repair work started in 1993 since the survey conducted before the repairs started was
limited. To make a long story short, the thickness of the bonded concrete overlay had to be increased from 100 mm to 200 mm
and in some spots even to 300 mm. This is the main reason for the large spread of the height of the overlay.

Figure 7. Schematic sketch describing the reason for the large spread of the depth of the overlay at Gullmarsplan Bridge.

Documentation (Service book)

The example shows some situations that the contractor may run into due to limited information regarding the structure. It also
shows how valuable proper documentation of the repairs in 1984 in a “service book” would have been for both the maintenance
engineer and the contractor when planning the repairs in 1993. The situations where already repaired/widened etc. structures
have to be repaired/altered again are growing in numbers, especially in urban areas. In order to meet the public demand on cost-
effective traffic system, all documentation regarding the infrastructures must be gathered and kept accessible. The SNRA has
served as a good example during the years and many conclusions in the current thesis would not have been possible to draw
without the information in the archives of SNRA. It is important that these and other achieves are maintained, updated and
computerised in the future. Racutanu (1998) showed that the archives can give us valuable information on which bridge
elements (i.e., end-beams) where the design needs to be altered.

Many structures have their material properties, chloride content etc. examined several times during their service lives. All
information regarding the samples should also be documented and kept with the rest of the information regarding the structure,
e.g., in a service book. The location and size of the samples, the time of sampling, the reason for the testing, the results and the
conclusions drawn should easily be accessible for future use. The information may be very valuable in the future since the
ingress rates of carbonation fronts and chloride ions could be updated at the same spot as the previous samples. This would
give us information on how different transport coefficients develop in time for example, which could improve future service life
predictions.

Another real example shows that wrong assumptions regarding the vertical positions of the top surface of the old concrete
bridge deck and of expansion joints may lead to thinner overlays than stated in the repair blue prints. Bjurholm Bridge was
designed to have a minimum thickness of the overlay of 90 mm. The bridge is 246 m long and it has a mean slope of 2,9 %, which
was assumed by the contractor for the repairs to be constant along the bridge. The repair work started at the high end of the
bridge and continued towards the low end. The riding surface of the concrete overlay was designed to mean slope of 2,9 % too.
However, as the work progressed toward the middle part of the bridge it was recognised that the top surface of the old concrete
bridge deck did not have an even slope. The slope was less than 2,9 % on the first 120 to 130 m and the more on the rest of the
bridge, see figure 8. This caused the contractor problems since he was supposed to create a riding surface with an even slope.
The contractor decided to decrease the thickness of the overlay towards the middle of the bridge and then increase the
thickness of the overlay at the lower end of the bridge to accomplish an even slope of the riding surface.

CROSS SECTION
Thickness of asphalt wear course was increased
in 1984 to fit with the new flat slab’s wear course.
In 1993, the asphalt was replaced with a bonded
SFRC overlay with similar thickness.
Edge beam removed in 1984

Flat slab 1945Flat slab 1984

100 mm

300 mm

120 mm
35 mm

Overlay
Interface (bond line)
Old bridge deck
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Figure 8. Different thickness of the overlay at Bjurholm Bridge due mistakes during planning, surveying and production of
repairs (schematic sketch).

The thickness of the overlay, therefore, varies from 120 mm at the higher end to as little as 35 mm at a few spots in the middle of
the bridge. The service life with respect to chloride initiated corrosion is therefore approximately ten times higher at the ends
compared to the middle of the bridge. This type of error can be detrimental and hard to detect for a maintenance engineer at a
visible inspection. The service life of the bridge is still 30-60 years even at the location with thin overlays since the use of de-
icing agents on the bridge is low.

The basic problem is that the whole bridge deck can not have its wear course, protective concrete and water isolation removed
at once. To survey the top of the old bridge deck before the repairs is costly and sometimes impossible due to traffic. Because
of this, the contractor and the maintenance engineer more or less have to guess the level of the top of the old bridge deck. The
quality and the damage of the old concrete (and the cover) may also vary along the bridge and if the concrete has higher
strength in some areas, the depth of the removed concrete may be less than expected. If this coincides with the location of an
unexpected high spot of the old deck, the contractor may run into troubles in achieving the desired minimum height of the
overlay. However, the total concrete cover could still be adequate.

Sometimes, the level of the riding surface of the overlay can be altered and the height of the overlay may be unaltered but in
many cases, adjacent members and expansion joints and the rinsing off of water can make changes hard. The level of expansion
joints can sometimes be increased by welding steel plates on the existing joint. If the joint is to be exchanged, the new joint can
be installed at the desired level. If the level of the top of the old bridge deck can not be assessed properly before the repairs, the
thickness of the overlay may be increased already at the planning stage to secure that the minimum concrete cover is not too
small. A responsible engineer should always keep track of the development at the construction sites since unexpected
situations always show up during repair work and any ad-hoc solutions should always be approved by the responsible
engineer before they are used. The changes should also be documented in words and with pictures at all stages and kept with
the rest of the documentation of the bridge (service book).

SERVICE LIFE CRITERION FOR CHLORIDE INITIATED CORROSION (PAPER 6)

The Service Life Criterion (SLC) used with respect to chloride initiated corrosion is usually a specific chloride content at the
level of the reinforcement, even though many other factors affect the initiation and the progress of chloride initiated corrosion.
The chloride content that initiates corrosion, often expressed as percentage of cement by weight, is called the threshold value.

A part of the chlorides that penetrates the concrete is bound chemically and physically by the concrete. It is the free chloride
ions that are believed to initiate and temporarily take part in the corrosion process (Nilsson et. al., 1996). The threshold value
should, therefore, be expressed as free chloride content per weight of cement. However, the separation of the free and bound
chloride is not easy and the relation between the two may change with temperature and humidity and age of the concrete.
Anyhow, the acid soluble chloride content is easy to measure and the correlation between the chloride content for a specific
concrete mix in a specific environment and the onset of corrosion is fairly clear (Pettersson, 1996). All chloride concentrations in
this thesis, therefore, refers to total (acid soluble) chloride ions as percentage (weight) of cement.

The SLC used strongly affects the service life. If the SLC is increased with 50 %, the predicted service life will increase with 100
%, roughly speaking. It is, therefore, important to focus on the SLC since its impact on the predicted service life may be larger
than the changes in the ingress rate accommodated by new chloride ingress models.

Service life criterion for different structural members

In Paper 6, the SLC for bridge decks was discussed not only from a material and environmental view but also from a structural
view. It was suggested that both the probability and the consequences of an eventual failure should be incorporated in the SLC.
The risk of a failure could be defined as the probability for an event to occur times the consequence of the event (Tietz, 1998). If
the consequences were small, i.e., the risk of damage to man and/or property was low; the SLC could be higher than if the risk of
damage was high. Paulsson (Paper 6), therefore, suggested that different SLC should be used for different structural members.
The three different SLC in table 5, and the concrete cover to be used with them, were suggested in Paper 6. Another way of
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dealing with this issue is to use the coefficient of safety as proposed in Brite Euram 4062 (1997) where these topics (and others)
are discussed rigorously.

Table 5. SLC for different types of structural members

Type of member Secondary load
carrying member

Statically
indeterminate

SLC
% Cl/C

Concrete cover

Continuous bridge deck
on steel girders

Yes Yes 0,6 5 % percentile of
mean value

Concrete flat slab No Yes 0,4 5 % percentile of
mean value

Simply supported
concrete slab

No No 0,3 5 % percentile of
mean value

The SLC is the acceptable total chloride concentration at the level of the reinforcement. It does not mean that corrosion has, or
has not, started since corrosion depends on many other factors. The chosen SLC are supported by work by Pettersson (1996),
Syed Ehtesham Hussain et. al. (1994), Sandberg (1995) and Matushima et. al. (1998). They all suggested similar or higher SLC.
The Swedish Bridge Code (1994) uses a free chloride concentration of 0,3 % per weight of cement as SLC. If the free chloride
content is assumed to be 50 % of the total content, the SLC according to the Swedish Bridge Code would be a chloride
concentration of 0,6 % per weight of cement.

ESTIMATION OF SERVICE LIFE WITH THE MOVING BOUNDARY THEORY (PAPER 6)

The service life of a concrete structure can be estimated by a fast, simple and cheap method if the chloride threshold value is
assumed to be transported into the concrete as a moving boundary. The moving boundary theory is often used to predict the
ingress rate of a carbonation front in concrete (Fagerlund, 1996). The use of the method for predicting the ingress of a threshold
value can be questioned (Paper 6). Nevertheless, the simplicity of the method makes it attractive to use especially if chloride
profiles obtained at different occasions from the same structure and the same microclimate are available. The coefficient k , see
example 1 for definition, can then be established for different exposure duration and if they are of the same magnitude, the
method may predict the ingress rate of the threshold value fairly accurately.
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1 Example

In example 1, the service life for Teg (Umeå) Bridge is estimated with the proposed method. The service life was more or less
similar to the results using the analytical solution for Fick’s second law with a surface concentration of 2,2 % and a diffusion
coefficient of 8·10-13 m/s² (Paulsson, 1997). The observation indicates that the two methods may give similar results.

However, the method used in example 1 is a lot simpler and, in the author’s opinion, a lot safer to use since neither the surface
concentration nor the apparent diffusion coefficient has to be estimated. The estimation of the surface concentration and the
diffusion coefficient in a de-icing environment is always subjective to some extent and the estimation therefore demands skill
and experience. The method in example 1 is easy to use and understand for less skilled maintenance personnel. The only input is
a number of chloride profiles evaluated so that the distance from the surface to the threshold level can be determined accurately
and no subjective estimations are needed. All calculations can also be made by hand by “non-experts” and the money saved by
this could instead be used to take more samples and thereby get more information of the distribution of both the concrete
covers and the distance to the “front”. This may be a cost efficient and reliable method to estimate the service life of an existing
structure. A probabilistic approach (mean value or percentile values) can also be used in a simple way for the coefficient k  and
be incorporated with the service life criteria and the concrete cover. This is of great value for service life predictions.

CHLORIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN DE-ICING WATER AND CONCRETE SURFACE (PAPER 1
AND 9)

Relevant chloride concentrations in the de-icing water on concrete overlays were needed in order to quantify the effect of
capillary suction of de-icing water. The Surface Concentrations (SC) in the concrete wear surface were also needed as boundary
conditions to Fick’s second law of diffusion, later used to predict the chloride ingress. Water, slush and concrete samples were
taken at close intervals, sometimes once every day, during the de-icing season and once every two to four weeks in the summer
and early autumn during two years (Paper 9). Detailed information of the de-icing procedures was also collected (Paper 1). It was
found that chloride content in surface water, slush and concrete surface closely interacted with the weather and the de-icing
procedures. The average chloride content in the de-icing water was 6 g/l the days when de-icing agents were used. The
temperature in de-icing water (fluid) in an expansion joint of Maurer type was also measured occasionally and it was once as low
as -3 °C (± 0,5 °C). This freezing point depression corresponds to a 52 g/l of NaCl, i.e., 35 g/l chloride ions (Weast, 1973). The
measured chloride concentration of the same water was 36 g/l, which supports the temperature readings in field. The
observations also show that concrete around an expansion joint may be exposed to severe conditions.

The most important factor for the SC was the duration of the exposure, not the amount of de-icing agents used. During cold (-
10º C) and fairly dry conditions with relative little de-icing agents used the precipitation turned into a chloride contaminated
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slush that stayed on the surface, which increased the SC in the concrete rapidly. However, the SC could also decrease fast, from
2,7 % to 1,5 %, in only 10 days during snow melting periods (Paper 1).

ABSORPTION OF WATER AND CHLORIDE IONS DUE TO CAPILLARY SUCTION (PAPER 7
AND 8)

Several researchers have shown that absorption of chloride contaminated water is the dominating ingress mechanism for
chloride ions if the concrete is exposed to cyclic wetting and drying. However, data on absorption properties for mature
concrete with low w/b-ratios (0,3 to 0,4) at or below the freezing point of water are scarce. Punkki and Sellevold (1994) presented
results for concrete with a w/b-ratio of 0,39 (2 % silica fume). They concluded that resistance numbers and capillary numbers
were hard to establish due to non-linear absorption curves when plotted against square root of time. Silica fume is generally
believed to decrease the rate and the amount of water absorbed due to the decreased pore size. However, Halford (1997) found
that the water absorption for concrete cast in-situ was similar for concrete with and without silica fume.

The main aim of this part of the work was to quantify and evaluate to what extent capillary suction of de-icing water could
contribute to the chloride ingress for the overlays in the investigation. The information could serve as a basis for the measures
taken to decrease the chloride ingress rate.

Binding of chloride ions

The so-called binding of chloride ions to pore walls of concrete has been studied by many researchers. For a brief overview, see
the literature reviews by Nilsson et. al. (1996) and Justnes (1998). The binding is today generally believed to consist of chemical
binding and physically binding (Nagataki et. al. 1993). If the chlorides penetrate the concrete after it had hydrated, the chloride
ions are probably mainly fixed to the pore walls physically (Nilsson et. al., 1996).

Covino et. al. (1999) concluded that all chloride ions that had penetrated a repaired concrete bridge beam were water soluble.
This in turn indicates that the chloride binding could be limited. Volkvein (1991) concluded that the major part of the chloride
ions absorbed due to absorption of chloride contaminated water was water-soluble. The observations supports the
observations in Paper 1 where it was shown that almost all chloride ions absorbed (1,2 %Cl/C) in the concrete surface (0-3 mm)
during four weeks of cold weather (-10 °C) were washed away in ten days by water from melting snow and rain.

Type and duration of chloride exposure

There are at least four different types of chloride exposures in a de-icing environment for a concrete overlay:

1. Chloride ions are spread on a semi-wet or wet overlay surface followed by rain or wet snow. This is often the case in
November and December in Stockholm. The duration of the chloride exposure is short due to the rinsing effect of the rain and
melting snow.

2. Chloride ions are spread on a semi-wet or wet overlay surface followed by dry weather. This is often the case in the spring.
The chloride concentration in the water may be high due to the limited amount of water. Some of the water is transported from
the overlay by vehicles and wind. Some of the water may evaporate to the air as the air temperature increases. The NaCl may
precipitate at the surface and later moved either into the concrete with subsequent rain or moved away from the surface by
water from rain and/or melting snow or by wear from tires and drag from vehicles and wind. If the rain starts out slow a large part
of the NaCl at the surface may be sucked into the concrete. If the rain starts out heavily a large part may instead be rinsed of the
surface.

3. De-icing agents are spread during and/or after snowfalls. If the temperature is somewhere around the freezing point, a large
part of the chlorides are transported away from the surface by the water from the melting snow. Samples have shown that the
chloride content is 0-10 g/l in the surface water, which corresponds fairly well with the amount of de-icing salt used and the
average amount precipitation. If the amount of chloride ions spread on the surface is 2,5-7 g/m² (Paper 1) and the precipitation is
2-4 l/m² (2-4 mm), the chloride concentration in the surface water varies between 0,63 and 3,5 g/l.

4. De-icing agents are spread during and/or after snowfalls. If the temperature drops below the melting point for the chloride
contaminated snow (slush), a large amount of the chlorides stays on the surface in the slush. Samples of the slush showed that
the chloride content was 5 to 20 g/l and the slush exposure is the toughest since the duration can be long.

The scenarios show that a simple general chloride exposure does not exist. The amount and the speed of the traffic, the salt
spreading techniques and the prevailing wind conditions have also a significant effect on the exposure since they affects the
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rate and the amount of chlorides transported from the surface. However, the author has chosen the average duration of the
precipitation as absorption duration for simplicity.

Capillary suction tests

The author conducted a series of capillary suction test to quantify the amount of water absorbed for the concrete mixes in the
investigation. Only two to four samples from each overlay were tested due to lack of specimens. For details regarding the
testing, see Paper 7.

The definitions and the overall results from the absorption test are given in Papers 7 (table 2) and 8 (table 2) and the main
conclusions were: (i) The concreting procedures affect the absorption properties significantly. (ii) The spread was sometimes
large even for samples from the same overlay. (iii) Dense and well-cured samples with low w/b-ratio absorbed significantly less
water than samples with higher w/b-ratios.

Cyclic Wetting and Drying (CWD)

The first absorption test showed that large quantities of water could be absorbed if the concrete was conditioned to
approximately 60 % RH prior to the absorption. However, the exterior parts of concrete outdoors frequently subjected to
precipitation as bonded concrete overlays, never dry out to that extent (Papers 7 and 8).

Butler (1997) presented a test method where the absorption/desorption of concrete was simulated by two-day wetting phase
followed by a 12-day drying phase. The duration of each phase was chosen on the basis of meteorological data in the UK. The
approach is similar to the one used in this report but the duration of the both phases is too long for overlays in Sweden. Butler
(1997) noticed that the absorption/desorption for young (1-2 month) concrete was not representative for 18 months old
concrete. He also noticed that samples conditioned in situ absorbed/desorbed significantly less water compared to samples
conditioned in lab. This was also confirmed in the author’s investigation.

To investigate the absorption and desorption of water during CWD outdoors, the specimens previously tested for water
absorption were exposed to one-sided CWD. The samples were weighed after each drying period (mainly 66 to 72 h) and then
allowed to absorb water for six hours. The samples where then weighed again and thereafter left to dry for another 66 hours with
the exposed surface upwards. The cycle was chosen to simulate the average wetting and drying periods in Sweden and for more
details see Paper 7.

The CWD-test started in mid August 1998 and continued to mid January 1999. The samples were kept outdoors, sheltered from
precipitation and fairly sheltered from wind and sun, until December the 8th when they were brought indoors. The water
absorption took also place outdoors (until the 8th of December) and when the temperature was below the freezing point 8,2 g/dm³
NaCl (5 g/dm³ of chloride ions) was added to the water to prevent freezing. The chosen chloride content was about the same as
the average chloride content found in the de-icing water on the bonded concrete overlay on Gullmarsplan Bridge.

Results from the CWD test

The mean amount of water absorbed and desorbed in each month for the samples during the autumn of 1998 are shown in Paper
8 (table 3) and Paper 9 (table 3). It was clear that the samples that absorbed large amount of water during the first absorption test
also absorbed and desorbed more water in each cycle than samples that absorbed small amounts of water during the first
absorption test. Samples with large capillary porosity (from the same bridge) both absorbed and desorbed more water than
samples with less capillary porosity (except for the samples from Viktoria Bridge).

All samples lost more water than they gained during August, i.e., the mean water content was decreasing. In September, the
amount of water absorbed and desorbed was fairly equal. In November, the amount of absorbed water increased for almost
samples. The increase could be attributed to the use of NaCl in the absorption water that started the 8th of November. The water
content in the concrete increased for all samples during November, which indicated that concrete stored outside and exposed to
free water accumulated water during the winter.

During the indoor testing, all samples desorbed and absorbed between 40 % and 95 % more water than outdoors in October, see
table 4, Paper 7. The result clearly shows that any predictions on the amount of water moving in and out of the concrete should
be based on the performance in the right conditions.

All samples clearly increased the amounts of water desorbed during a warm desorption period with low RH. The amount of
water absorbed during the subsequent absorption period was also higher after a dry and warm period than after a “wet” period
when also less water was desorbed. The effect of the extended drying period was clear but generally small since most of the
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water was lost during the first twelve hours of desorption. Increased absorption duration increased the amount of water
absorbed by the samples but the effect was limited since most of the water was absorbed during the first two hours.

The effect of temperature on the amount of water absorbed was small between 5 °C to 15 °C (Paper 7). The use of NaCl in the
absorption water when the temperature was below the freezing point slightly increased the amount of water absorbed compared
to the amount of water absorbed between 5 and 15 °C. This may indicate that NaCl increased the amount of water absorbed.

The convective depth after a desorption period, defined as the zone where the colour change from dark to bright due to the
change in moisture content, is shown in table 4, Paper 7. The depths were approximate but a trend may be spotted. The higher
the w/b-ratio the deeper convective depth. The calculated penetration depth after 6 h of absorption, using the resistance
numbers in Papers 7 and 8, were in the same orders as the visible water front after 66 h of desorption indoors. There was no clear
relationship between the behaviour in the first absorption test and the CWD-test.

All samples (except GPL98) absorbed more water during the first six hours in the first absorption test than they did in the CWD-
test. The ratio between absorbed water during absorption and CWD-test varied widely but a trend may be distinguished. The
samples from Mälsund Bridge and Överboda Bridge and sample Sö13 from Södertälje Bridge (w/b-ratio 0,31 with 10 % silica
fume) had similar and the lowest ratios in the investigation. The samples from Teg (Umeå) Bridge and Gullmarsplan Bridge with
fairly similar concrete mixes had also fairly similar ratios. However, the ratios were considerably higher than for the samples from
Mälsund Bridge and Överboda Bridge and sample Sö13 from Södertälje Bridge. The ratios for the two samples from Långhals
Bridge (w/c-ratio of 0,42) were the highest in the investigation. The observations indicate that the ratio was dependent on w/b-
ratio. It is also clear that the first absorption test by far overestimates the amount of water absorbed in the CWD-test.

Amount of de-icing agents used

The use of de-icing agents in Sweden varies widely depending on the type and the amount of traffic, the tolerance of the road-
users and the macro and micro climate (Swedish County Association, 1991). The road-users’ tolerance and point of view are of
major importance and may lead to peculiar situations. In a local district in Västerbotten, Sweden, the use of crushed lime rock
instead of local sand (dark) used earlier led to many complains about slippery roads. The friction was tested and was found to
be satisfactory. Why did then the road users complain? It was later found that the road users could not spot the crushed lime
rock (which is white or light grey) since it was spread on snow. The road users therefore thought that sand had not been used
and the road was assumed to be slippery. The crushed lime rock was thereafter coloured black and the complains stopped. The
example illustrates that the road keeping strategies may not solely be based on rational assumptions.

Some information on the type and amount of de-icing agents used on the bridges in the investigation is presented in table 6.
The yearly and the total amounts of chloride ions spread are also shown. The amounts are based on interviews with the road
maintenance staff for each bridge. The numbers of applications are based on information regarding the season 1996-1997, 1997-
1998 and 1998-1999.

Table 6. Amount of de-icing agents used on the overlays

Bridge Use
of
sand

Chloride
ions4

g/m²

Use
of
NaCl

Chloride
ions
g/m²

Weighted
average1

g/m²

Number of
applications
per year

Chloride
ions used
g/m² year

Age
year

Total
chloride ions
used
g/m²

Södertälje Occ2 4 Yes 6 5 120 600 7 4200
Mälsund Rare3 4 Yes 6 6 20 120 9 1100
Överboda Occ 4 Yes 6 5 70 350 9 3200
Bjurholm Yes 1 No - 1 30 30 10 300
Viktoria Occ 0,5 Yes 6 5 90 450 8 3600
Teg (Umeå) Occ 0,5 Yes 6 6 110 660 8 5300
Långhals Rare 4 Yes 6 6 15 90 8 700
Gullmarsplan Occ 4 Yes 4 4 70 280 5 1400

1. Based on interviews with road keeping staff. 2. Occasionally (∼10 times). 3. Rarely (∼5 times). 4. Spread in the sand.

Estimation of the chloride ingress due to capillary suction

Paper 1 showed that surface water on a concrete overlay surface could have a chloride content of 0 to 10 g/l (average
approximately 6 g/l) and that snow slush could contain 5-40 g/l (average 10 g/l). If the surface water is assumed to have the same
chloride content during the entire absorption period, a simple estimation of the amount of chlorides absorbed could be made.
The technique was schematically showed by Nilsson et. al. (1996) and Hildingson (1989).
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The amount of chloride absorbed would be equal to the amount of water absorbed times the chloride content in the surface
water. The amount of water absorbed after six hours (measured) for the first stage in the absorption test and the CWD-test are
shown in table 7 and table 8, respectively. There are several uncertainties in the method (absorption properties, chloride content
in surface water, number of salt applications among others) but the needed data can be quantified by simple measurements and
observations which can increase the accuracy of the method. Effects of changes in de-icing procedures and effects of, for
example, a hydrophobic treatment can be quantified.

If the absorbed water is assumed to have a triangular shape, see figure 9, the chloride supply will also be triangular, e.g., more
chloride ions will be absorbed at the surface and may therefore be easy to wash out. However, in the calculations in tables 9 and
10, the amount of chloride ions absorbed is smeared over the so-called convective depth, i.e., a box distribution is used for
simplicity.

Figure 9. Triangular distribution (assumed) of the water and chlorides ions absorbed.

The amount of chlorides absorbed in every cycle, using the first absorption test, is shown in table 7. It was assumed that all
chloride ions absorbed by the concrete stayed in the concrete. The depth of the water absorption, estimated from both the
calculated and the measured depths, is shown too.

The calculated amount of absorbed chloride ions (as weight percent of cement content) in the top part of the overlay (6 to 14
mm depending on the sample) was high. The measured chloride content in the top of the cores was reached in only 20 cycles if a
box distribution (figure 9) of the absorbed chloride ions was assumed. This implies that only two to three absorption cycles with
de-icing water per year would occur, which is clearly wrong. Further, many samples would have absorbed more chloride ions
than spread on the wear surface. This is of course impossible. The method, using the results from the first absorption test, was,
therefore, unsuitable for predicting the amount of chloride ions absorbed by the concrete overlay.

The calculated total amount of chloride ions absorbed during the overlays’ service life and the measured amount are shown in
table 7. It is obvious that the amount of chloride ions present in the overlays is a lot less than the calculated amount based on
the first absorption test. However, the calculation (based on measured properties) shows that concrete in a dry environment
may absorb huge quantities of chloride ions if exposed to chloride-contaminated water for 1 to 6 hours every day.

Table 9. Amount of chloride ions absorbed due to the water absorption (1st absorption test)

Sample 6 h
dept
h
m

6 h
abs.
kg/m²

Cl
abs.
g/m²

Cl/C
abs.
per
cycle1

%

Salt
applic.
per
year

Age

year

Total Cl
absorbed
(calculated
)
g/m²

Total Cl
absorbed
(measured)
g/m²

Ratio
absorbed
/spread

Sö10 0,01
2

0,512 3,0 0,06 120 7 2520 210 0,084

Sö13 0,00
8

0,252 1,5 0,04 120 7 1260 170 0,068

Sö15a 0,01 0,575 3,5 0,08 120 7 2900 150 0,06

80         90         100 DCS (%)

Moisture profile after wetting
“Amount” of (chloride
contaminated) water absorbed

10

Dept
h

Chloride ions

6 h penetration depth

Amount at surface

Assumed distribution of chloride
ions (water)

Amount of chlorides absorbed
(box distribution)

Moisture profile after drying
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0
Sö15b 0,00

8
0,626 3,8 0,11 120 7 3200 150 0,06

Sö mean 0,01
0

0,491 3,0 0,07 2470 0,071

M1B 0,00
9

0,276 1,7 0,04 20 9 300 50 0,056

M2B 0,00
9

0,230 1,4 0,03 20 9 250 50 0,056

M mean 0,00
9

0,253 1,6 0,035 280 50 0,056

Ö11 0,00
7

0,168 1,0 0,03 70 9 640 110 0,035

Ö12 0,00
7

0,193 1,2 0,04 70 9 730 120 0,038

Ö mean 0,00
7

0,180 1,1 0,035 680 120 0,036

B13 0,01
4

0,585 3,5 0,06 15 10 530 90 0,3

B14a 0,01
5

0,905 5,4 0,09 15 10 810 90 0,3

B14b 0,01
4

0,884 5,3 0,09 15 10 800 90 0,3

B mean 0,01
4

0,791 4,7 0,08 710 90 0,3

V11 0,01
2

0,786 4,7 0,09 90 8 3400 80 0,022

V12 0,01
2

0,459 2,8 0,05 90 8 1980 70 0,019

V mean 0,01
2

0,622 3,8 0,07 2690 80 0,020

U12 0,01
0

0,546 3,3 0,07 110 8 2880 120 0,023

U13 0,01
1

0,609 3,7 0,08 110 8 3220 130 0,025

U mean 0,01
1

0,578 3,5 0,075 3050 120 0,024

L12 0,02
2

1,348 8,1 0,10 15 8 970 80 0,13

L13 0,02
2

1,379 8,3 0,10 15 8 990 90 0,15

L mean 0,02
2

1,364 8,2 0,1 980 80 0,14

GPL 1.2 0,01
1

0,738 4,4 0,08 70 5 1550 Not exp2

GPL 4F 0,01
4

0,826 5,0 0,09 70 5 1730 Not exp2

GPL 4G 0,01
2

0,833 5,0 0,08 70 5 1750 Not exp2

GPL
mean

0,01
2

0,799 4,8 0,08 1680

GPL98 0,00
6

0,043 0,26 0,008 70 5 90 1303/1104 0,074/
0,063

1. Box distribution. 2. Samples stored in lab and therefore not exposed to de-icing agents. Results shown for comparative reasons. 3. Total chloride
content 98-05-06. 4. Total chloride content 98-10-11. Approximately 20 g/m² leaked out of the concrete during summer and autumn.

The three cores from Södertälje Bridge contained different amount of chloride ions. Sample Sö10 and Sö13, drilled from the
middle of the right lane of the two south-bound lanes, had both the higher chloride content than Sö15 (Paulsson, 1997) even
though sample Sö15 was drilled from a construction joint in the overlay, see figure 10. The microclimate was somewhat different
for sample Sö15 than for the other samples due to the salt-spreading procedures, the build up of snow and the flow direction of
the de-icing water on the surface of the overlay. The salt spreading technique used on Södertälje Bridge was mainly wetted
NaCl that almost immediately sticks to the overlay. The amount of NaCl spread to the location where core Sö15 was drilled may,
therefore, be low and so also the amount of chloride ions absorbed.
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Figure 10. Schematic description of the NaCl spreading procedures and the microclimates on Södertälje Bridge (concrete
flat slab on concrete columns).

The only sample in the first absorption test stored in-situ until a couple of days before testing, was sample GPL98. The RH was
approximately 90 % and the degree of capillary saturation was approximately 80 %. If the 6 h absorption for core GPL98 is used
in the calculations the outcome is different. The amount of chlorides absorbed in each cycle was only 0,26 g, see example 2. The
total amount of chloride ions absorbed after five years in service with 70 salt applications per year would then be 90 g/m² (no
wash out). This is somewhat less than the actual chloride content in the concrete overlay where also the wash out mechanism is
present.
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The total amount of chloride ions present in the overlay at one location after five de-icing seasons was 132 g/m² in May 1998
and 108 g/m² in October 1998. This indicates that the amount of chloride ions washed out during summer and autumn was
approximately 24 g/m². If this amount is assumed to be representative for a normal year and the effect of the wash out is taken
into account, the total chloride content in the overlay would be (less than) zero, which of course is wrong, see example 3.
However, the summer of 1998 was quite rainy in Stockholm and the rinsing effect may have been larger than the average year.
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A simple calculation can be made from the measured (at two occasions) total chloride content in the overlay, see example 4. The
effect of the wash out of chloride ions, based on the measurements, is incorporated.

 cycleeach in  absorbed is water icing-de kg/m 0,11/mdm 0,11
6

0,66

 g/dm 6 is water absorbed in thecontent  chloride  theIf

concrete by the absorbed is  cycleg/m 66,0
70

46

occasions icing-de 70in  concrete by the  absorbed isyear  g/m 46 2224

concrete in the staysyear  g/m 22
5

110

periodsout  wash 5 and periods icing-de 5after  concrete in thepresent  g/m 110

periodeach  duringout   washedis  ions) (chloride g/m 24  whereperiodsout  wash 5
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The calculated amount of de-icing water absorbed in each cycle in example 4 was in the same order as the amount of water
absorbed by sample GPL98 in the CWD-test outdoors (the amount varied between 0,078-0,095 kg/m², see Paper 8). This
indicates that the amount of chloride ions absorbed by a concrete overlay could be fairly estimated with the proposed method.

In the last column in table 7, the ratios between the amount of chloride ions spread on the overlays and the amount present in
the overlays are given. The ratios vary considerably and there are uncertainties in the amount chloride ions spread. The
absorption ratio may partly be coupled to the w/b-ratio of the overlay. The hypothesis is supported by the fact that the two
bridges with the highest w/b-ratios (Bjurholm Bridge and Långhals Bridge) had the highest absorption ratios. The concrete
overlay on Bjurholm Bridge was porous due to insufficient consolidation, which has been shown by Clear (1976) to increase the
amount of chloride ions absorbed. However, since the amount of de-icing agents used is low, the total amount of chloride ions
was low.

The de-icing agent used on Bjurholm Bridge was sand mixed with NaCl (15 kg/m³). The bridge is located in the coldest
environment in the investigation and the overlay may be covered with a thin layer of snow intermixed with NaCl and sand
during long periods. It was shown in Paper 1 that the duration of the exposure played an important part in the chloride
absorption process. If the overlay at Bjurholm Bridge is covered with slush during long periods of the winter, the observed high
absorption rate may be explained. The high absorption rates at Bjurholm Bridge (average speed 70 km/h in the winter) and
Långhals Bridge (40 km/h) may also be due to the small amount of traffic and the relatively low speed. Bjurholm Bridge has also
often snow-walls along the railings, which may further decrease the removal rate of the debris from the overlay since the snow-
walls may hinder the debris from being transported away from the overlay.

Estimation of amount of chloride ions absorbed based on the CWD-test

If instead the amount of water absorbed in the CWD-test was used (October values), the amount of chloride ions absorbed
decreased significantly (except for sample GPL98), see table 8. Two different assumptions were used in table 8. First, all chloride
ions absorbed were assumed to stay in the concrete and secondly 50 % of the chloride ions absorbed were assumed to be
washed out.

The first assumption lead to an overestimation of the amount of chloride ions absorbed for the bridges where de-icing agents
were frequently used. On the other hand, on Långhals Bridge, where de-icing agents were seldom used, the estimated amounts
coincided with the measured amounts. One reason may be that the number of salt applications used in the calculations was less
than in reality. If the number of salt applications was increased from 15 to 30 per year (which is a small increase in absolute
numbers) the results from Långhals Bridge would be similar to the other bridges in the investigation.

The calculated amount of chloride ions absorbed using the second assumption was fairly similar to the amounts present in the
overlay for all bridge except Långhals Bridge and core Sö15 (samples Sö15a and Sö15b). The anomalies for core Sö15 may be
due to the effects of different microclimate on the bridge, see figure 9. If for simplicity, the amount of chloride ions reaching the
zone where core Sö15 was drilled, was estimated to 50 % of the amount reaching the other two samples, the calculated amount is
close to the measured amount of chloride ions. The proposed method, taking the effect of the wash out in consideration, may
predict the amount of chloride ions absorbed fairly accurate.
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Table 8. Estimated amount of chloride ions absorbed due to CWD and total chloride content in the samples

Sample 6 h
abs.
CWD
kg/m²

Cl-

abs.
g/m²

Number
of salt
applic.
per year

Chloride
absorbed
g/m²year

Age

year

Total Cl-

abs.
g/m²

Total Cl-

abs. 50 %
wash out
g/m²

Total Cl
measured
g/m²

Total Cl
measured
g/m² year

Sö10 0,117 0,70 120 84 7 590 300 210 30
Sö13 0,100 0,60 120 72 7 500 250 170 24
Sö15a 0,137 0,82 120 99 7 690

(340)
340
(170)

150 21

Sö15b 0,140 0,84 120 101 7 690
(340)

340
(170)

150 21

Mean 0,124 0,74 89 620 310 170 24
M1B 0,116 0,70 20 14 9 120 60 50 6
M2B 0,109 0,65 20 13 9 120 60 50 6
Mean 0,113 0,68 14 120 60 50 6
Ö11 0,104 0,62 70 44 9 170 80 110 12
Ö12 0,101 0,61 70 42 9 160 80 120 13
Mean 0,102 0,62 43 160 80 120 12
B13 0,145 0,87 30 26 10 260 130 90 9
B14a 0,171 1,03 30 31 10 300 150 90 9
B14b 0,246 1,47 30 44 10 440 220 90 9
Mean 0,187 1,12 34 340 170 90 9
V11 0,080 0,48 90 43 8 350 170 80 10
V12 0,093 0,56 90 50 8 400 200 70 9
Mean 0,087 0,52 46 480 180 80 10
U12 0,148 0,89 110 98 8 780 390 120 15
U13 0,112 0,67 110 74 8 590 300 130 16
Mean 0,130 0,78 86 680 340 120 16
L12 0,098 0,59 15 9 8 70 40 80 10
L13 0,122 0,73 15 11 8 90 40 90 11
Mean 0,110 0,66 10 80 40 80 10
GPL 1.2 0,150 0,90 70 63 5 3201 1601 Not exp1 Not exp1

GPL 4F 0,125 0,75 70 53 5 2601 1301 Not exp1 Not exp1

GPL 4G 0,151 0,91 70 63 5 3201 1601 Not exp1 Not exp1

Mean 0,141 0,085 60 300 150
GPL98 0,078 0,47 70 33 5 160 80 1302/110

3
262/223

1. Samples stored in lab and therefore not exposed to de-icing agents. Results shown for comparative reasons. 2. Total chloride content May 6,
1998. 3. Total chloride content Oct 11, 1998. Approximately 20 g/m² has leaked out of the concrete during five months.

Distribution of chloride ions
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A prediction of the time needed for the threshold value to reach the reinforcement in a de-icing environment based on the
absorption of de-icing water consists of two parts. First, the amount of chloride ions absorbed has to be estimated, which the
author has shown can be made. Secondly, the distribution of the chloride has to be dealt with. If for simplicity a triangular
distribution is assumed, the service life could easily be calculated, see figure 10a and example 5. The triangular distribution may
be a reasonable approximation if the anticipated service life is long. The triangular distribution is also motivated by the chloride
profiles from Gullmarsplan Bridge after 4,3 and 4,8 years in service, see figure 10b. Other distribution may of course be used.

Figure 11a. Assumed triangular chloride ion distribution. b. Distribution of chloride ions at Gullmarsplan Bridge after 4,3
and 4,8 years.
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5 EXAMPLE

The service lives in table 9 have been estimated with the SLC established for each bridge. Södertälje Bridge had shorter service
lives than the other bridges in the investigation mainly due to the large amount of de-icing agents used and the SLC established
for flat slabs, se Paper 6. The height of the overlay should be at least 100 mm and a hydrophobic treatment should be considered
where the chloride exposure is severe. This would increase the estimated service life from 17 to 50 years to a low total cost and
decrease the annual cost considerably.

The method in example 5 probably underestimates the service life for concrete bridge decks with overlays with w/b-ratios of
approximately 0,4 or less, where diffusion is the dominating ingress mechanism in the interior part. The low diffusion coefficient
(low w/c-ratio and low RH) makes the redistribution of the chloride ions slow and the chloride ingress rate low in the interior part
of the overlay. The real service life of the bridge decks is probably longer than given in table 9.

However, the prediction serves as a lower bound for the service life of the bridge deck and method is still useful qualitatively
since it explicitly shows the influence of the surface concentration, threshold value, concrete cover and the amount of chloride
ions absorbed. The latter is in turn a function of the absorption properties of the concrete and the salt-exposure (amount and
frequency). The effect of changes can be estimated with the method. This is important since the de-icing procedures in Sweden
are currently under debate and large changes have occurred during the last ten years (Swedish Community Association, 1991)
and the final de-icing method is still to be found. In Stockholm, the use of saturated NaCl-solutions instead of dry salt has
decreased the amount of chloride ions spread from 7-12 g/m² to 2-3 g/m². The use of crushed sorted sand without any NaCl has
also grown rapidly in some areas in Sweden and the supply of chloride ions have there been shut off completely. The service
life prediction can also easily be updated every ten years by simply taking some new samples close to the previous samples and
see how the chloride absorption rate changes in time.

Table 9. Service lives estimated with triangular chloride ion distribution and the measured average yearly amount of
chloride ions absorbed.

Sample Clabsyear

g/m²year
Cs

%
TV
%

CC
mm

Ccon

kg/m³
SL
years

Sö10 30 2,0 0,4 83 420 14
Sö13 24 2,0 0,4 83 420 18
Sö15a 21 2,0 0,4 83 420 21
Sö15b 21 2,0 0,4 83 420 21
M1B 6 2,0 0,6 116 420 116
M2B 6 2,0 0,6 116 420 116
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Ö11 12 2,0 0,6 71 420 36
Ö12 13 2,0 0,6 71 420 33
B13 9 2,0 0,6 61 420 41
B14a 9 2,0 0,6 61 420 41
B14b 9 2,0 0,6 61 420 41
V11 10 2,0 0,6 81 440 51
V12 9 2,0 0,6 81 440 57
U12 15 2,0 0,6 75 450 32
U13 16 2,0 0,6 75 450 30
L12 10 1,5 0,6 105 375 49
L13 11 1,5 0,6 105 375 45
GPL98 22 2,0 0,4 136 520 40

The service life of Mälsund Bridge was the longest in the investigation due to the large height of the overlay (and low spread)
and the low amount of de-icing agents used on the bridge. Överboda Bridge was exposed to more de-icing agents than Mälsund
Bridge and the amount of chloride ions absorbed was larger for Överboda Bridge. The overlays on the two bridges had identical
dry mixes but different height of the overlays. The service life for Överboda Bridge was 50 % of Mälsund Bridge due to the
tougher de-icing exposure and decreased height of the overlay.

Bjurholm Bridge had the smallest height of the overlays in the investigation and the overlay was porous due to insufficient
consolidation. However, since the amount of de-icing agents used was low, the service life was still acceptable. The long
service life for Viktoria Bridge was due to the large concrete cover and the low chloride absorption.

Clear (1976) conducted a test where the chloride ion penetration in a simulated de-icing environment was studied. Concrete
mixes with w/c-ratios from 0,32 to 0,6 were exposed to 830 daily salt applications outdoors with a water solution, 1,6 l/m², with 18
g/l chloride ions. As expected, decreased w/c-ratio resulted in decreased chloride ingress rate and amount of chloride ions
absorbed. Some of the results are shown in table 10.

Table 10. Total amount of chloride ions absorbed after 830 de-icing cycles (Clear, 1976)

w/c Consolidation
%

Total
chloride
content1

g

Chloride absorbed in
each cycle2

g/m²

Water absorbed
in each cycle3

kg/m²

Cover needed to
last 830 salt cycles
mm

0,32 98 140 0,17 0,009 36
0,32 94 280 0,34 0,019 86
0,4 98 180 0,21 0,012 44
0,5 98 370 0,45 0,025 73
0,6 98 430 0,52 0,029 93
1. Calculated by the author. 2. Calculated by the author. 3. Calculated by the author. The chloride content in the water was 18 g/dm³.

The total amount of chloride ions in the properly consolidated overlay (w/c-ratio 0,32) was in same order as for Södertälje
Bridge, Överboda Bridge and Umeå Bridge with fairly similar total number of de-icing cycles. Clear (1976) wetted the concrete
every day meanwhile the CWD-tests let the concrete dry out during 66 h. All together was 24 kg/m² of chloride ions applied and
the absorption ratio varied between 0,006 to 0,018, i.e. considerably less than in table 13. This could be due to the shorter
duration of the drying time.

The consolidation was found to have a significant effect on the chloride ingress. Properly consolidated concrete with a w/c-
ratio of 0,32 was found to resist the chloride ingress better than concrete with a w/c-ratio of 0,4. However, if the consolidation
was done inadequately the mix with w/c-ratio 0,32 had significantly less resistance to corrosion than the mix with w/c-ratio 0,5.
Al-Khaja (1997) made similar observations. The observations may confirm the results obtained by the author, that improper
consolidation increases the amount of de-icing water absorbed and, therefore, also the amount of chloride ions absorbed.

Estimation of amount of chloride ions absorbed based on the indoor CWD-test

Repairs with bonded concrete overlays are often used for parking facilities and they are, therefore, briefly commented here.
Indoor heated parking facilities have been proven to be vulnerable to chloride induced corrosion (ACI, 1985a) and ACI (1985b)
suggests that extra concern is needed for structures exposed to CWD in a chloride environment. The environment in heated
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parking facilities can be both hot and dry, especially during the winter when the moisture content in the air outdoors is low.
These conditions increase the amount of water (chloride ions) absorbed in each cycle, and possible also the chloride
concentration in the absorbed water since some of the de-icing water may evaporate. The amount of chloride ions washed out
of the concrete is also low due to the lack of precipitation.

A simple estimation of the amount of chloride ions that might be absorbed at a frequent used indoor parking spot is showed in
example 6. It is assumed (based on rough measurements) that the parking spot receives 1 kg de-icing water/slush at each
occasion de-icing agents are used. The chunks of slush that builds up behind the wheels are later deposited on the parking
spot. If the slush is assumed to have a chloride content of 6 g/l, the average chloride concentration per weight of cement in the
entire concrete deck after 25 years in service (60 de-icing occasions per year) would be approximately 1,3 %. Chloride ion
concentrations of similar magnitude or higher have also been found in parking structures in Sweden after 25 years in service
(Kjellser, 1997, and Kjellser, 1998). The observation indicates that the simple calculation may predict magnitude of the chloride
absorption reasonably accurately.
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6 EXAMPLE

An interesting preventive measure has been adopted for a parking facility in Gothenburg. The owner of the garage installed
equipment to rinse of the bottom and the wheels on cars that entered the parking facility. The rinse was for free for the car
owner but the cost for the garage owner was counteracted by less chloride ions entering the garage. The car owners were also
satisfied. The example shows that other measures than water proofing and low w/c-ratios can be useful.

Effect of hydrophobic treatments

A hydrophobic treatment can be an effective method to decrease to chloride uptake in the exterior part of the concrete. The
treatment may also decrease chloride ingress rate behind the absorption zone since less chloride ions will be present in the
absorption zone. Al-Gahtani et. al. (1999) concluded that both a silane and a siloxane treatment decreased the amount of water
absorbed during CWD with approximately 50 %, which would at least double the service life for the overlays. Basheer et. al.
(1998) also showed that silane treatment was effective in reducing the amount of chloride ions absorbed during both ponding
and cyclic wetting and drying. Bush et. al. (1997) showed that a silane treatment was effective in decreasing the amount of water
and chloride ions absorbed. Bush et. al. (1997) also compared a smooth finish with a tine finish (with larger exposed area) and
concluded that a tine finish increased the amount of absorbed water and chloride ions. This indicates that it is the increase of
the exposed surface that is responsible for the increased amount of water and chloride ions absorbed by the concrete. They also
concluded that the skid resistance was unaffected by the silane treatment which makes it suitable for concrete overlays. The
wear could also decrease if the time of wetness for the surface is decreased (Karlsson, 1999).

CHLORID INGRESS INTO SOLID AND CRACKED CONCRETE (PAPER 4 AND 9)

The SC established (Papers 1 and 9) were used with numerical methods to solve Fick’s second law of diffusion to evaluate the
effect of different SC that varied in time. Both solid and cracked concrete was studied (Paper 9). The apparent diffusion
coefficients were established with a least square algorithm using several accurate chloride profiles from two overlays. Concrete
with fairly similar compositions in fairly similar environments but from different bridges had similar least square fit DC using the
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established SC. The observation indicates that the approach yield similar results for similar bridges, i.e., the approach is
consistent.

The following conclusions are based on numerical extrapolations from measurements on five to ten years old concrete overlays.
The chloride ingress rate was clearly affected by the different SC studied but the differences decreased with the duration of the
exposure. The wash out of chloride from the top part of concrete overlays due to melting snow and rain observed in field could
be simulated fairly accurately. Chloride ions accumulated at the soffit of the bridge deck and the effect was larger for thin old
concrete bridge decks than for thick ones. The DC in the old concrete did not significantly affect the chloride ingress rate if the
overlay was 100 mm thick or more. However, the effect increased for thin overlays and thin old bridge decks.

The calculated mean amount of chloride ions that penetrated into the overlay was in the same order as measured. Stopping the
use of de-icing agents was beneficial up to 40 to 50 years. However, after 50 years of exposure the amount of chloride ions in the
overlay was so large that a shut off of the supply at the wear surface did not significantly decrease the ingress rate of the
threshold value (0,6 % Cl/C). This imply that a decrease of amount de-icing agents used should first be considered for relative
young bridges since the effect will be larger than for older bridges. In Sweden, many bridges along a certain part of a road have
similar age (Racutanu, 1998) since the road was often build during only a couple of years. To change the de-icing procedures for
bridges with a certain age may, therefore, be a realistic option.

Cracks affected the ingress rate considerably but the effect was not too severe if some cover to the reinforcement was
remaining. The effect of the SC on the ingress rate of the 0.6 % front (threshold value) was limited for cracked concrete, too.
However, if the old concrete was incorporated (increased DC in lower part of the specimen) the ingress rate of the 0,6 % front
was high. The fit with the measured chloride profiles from cracked concrete was not so bad and the prediction overestimated the
ingress rate in the top part, i.e., the prediction was on the conservative side.

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL AS REINFORCEMENT

There are several possibilities to decrease or eliminate the main problems related to corrosion of repaired concrete bridge decks.
Use of corrosion resistant or slow-corroding materials is one of them. There are several types of non- or slow-corroding material
on the market today but epoxy coated regular steel and stainless steels are the most common in practice even though different
composite materials are available.

Epoxy coated reinforcement

The main concerns with epoxy coated reinforcement are the price for the installed reinforcement, which could be 150 % higher
than for regular re-bars, the sensitivity to handling on the construction site (no rough handling, little rain and UV-radiation etc.)
and the behaviour of the coating at cracks. If the epoxy coating is worn down by displacements in the crack, the protection may
be lost at the location where it is really needed. Weyers et. al. (1998) concluded that epoxy-coated reinforcement was not cost-
effective.

Epoxy coated reinforcement has been used in several countries during some years and the experiences have been both good
(Pettersson and Sederholm, 1990) and bad (Manning, 1996). Manning (1996) discusses the advantages and the disadvantages
of epoxy-coated reinforcement and also provides information regarding the history of the use of the development of epoxy-
coated reinforcement in North America.

Walker (1998) concluded that epoxy coated reinforcement could be easily damaged in the construction process and that the
reduced bond between concrete and epoxy coated reinforcement increased the widths of flexural cracks. He, therefore,
suggested that epoxy coated reinforcement should not be used. The decreased stiffness of the member in turn (author’s remark)
could increase the displacements in the crack during the service life and increase wear of the epoxy coating. Matta (1998) had
similar experiences as Walker (1998). Matta (1998) further concluded that the equipment and procedures for transportation,
storage, bending, cutting and installation of epoxy coated reinforcement were often the same as for black reinforcement even
though epoxy-coated reinforcement needs to be handled with more care that black steel. This fact resulted in damages of the
coatings, both visible and invisible, that seldom were repaired. The repairs of the epoxy layer could also be hazardous for the
labourers.

Stainless steel

Stainless steels are, on the other hand, easy to handle, do not invoke any new hazardous procedures for the workers and the
corrosion protection is probably adequate at cracks. The price of the material is today approximately 200 % higher than the price
for conventional reinforcement. It is, therefore, a bit more expensive to use than epoxy coated reinforcement if equal amount of
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steel is used in the structure and the cost for the careful handling of the epoxy-coated bars is excluded. However, many
stainless steels have higher tensile strength and yield strength than regular and epoxy-coated reinforcement and if the higher
tensile strength is considered the cost of using stainless steel will be reduced if increased crack widths can be accepted.

Some of the regular reinforcement used in most new bridges in Sweden is needed to meet the demand on small crack widths set
by the Swedish Bridge Code (Bro 94). The ultimate load capacity could often be secured with less reinforcement. Ekman (1997)
showed that if the maximum crack widths could be increased the amount of reinforcement could be decreased with 50 % for
some bridges in de-icing environments. If the maximum allowed crack widths were increased due to the use of stainless steel, the
cost of using stainless steel would be lowered substantially since less reinforcement would be needed. The cost of installing the
reinforcement would also decrease markedly since the last 20 to 30 % of the regular reinforcement cost a lot more to install (per
unit), mainly due to lack of space in the formwork, than the first 70 to 80 %.

Matta (1998) concluded that if epoxy coated reinforcement should be used strict control and supervision of all work were
necessary. The extra cost should be added to material cost and (author’s remark) the total cost of using epoxy coated
reinforcement and stainless steel could in practice be fairly similar. However, the probability that the structure will get its
anticipated service life will probably increase with the use of stainless steel (less sensitive to mistakes) and this option may,
therefore, be a better alternative than using epoxy coated reinforcement.

The blue prints could also be simpler and cheaper to produce. The blue prints could also be easier to use at the construction
site. The design would be simpler and cheaper since the calculation of crack widths (live loads, shrinkage and temperature) and
temperature calculations for the fresh concrete could be simplified (or eliminated). The total cost for using stainless steel (at
least selectively) in repairs or in new bridges may, therefore, not increase at all compared to the use of regular reinforcement. If
an increased safety margin is included in the cost comparison, the extra cost for using stainless steel compared to conventional
steel may be accepted. The author strongly supports the selective use of stainless steel for both repairs and for new structures.
Two examples will be given later.

There are also environmental concerns. The environmental impact of the bridge may decrease if only half the amount of the
reinforcement is needed. The w/c-ratio of the concrete may also be increased and the cement content in the concrete decreased
since less resistance to carbondioxid and chloride ions is needed. In fact, the entire bridge may be allowed to carbonate and
explicitly designed to carbonate fast. This could decrease the impact of the carbondioxid exhaust from the manufacturing of
cement to approximately 50 %.

The use of stainless steel as reinforcement is increasing, especially in harsh environment. The long-term properties have been
questioned by many and reports of the long-term properties are scarce. However, McGregor (1998) reported that stainless steel
(316, austenitic, tensile strength 520 MPa, thermal expansion 17·10-6 (°C)-1 (Sakumoto et. al., 1996)) used as reinforcement with
only 20 mm of concrete cover showed no signs of corrosion or other damages after 20 years in service in a severe marine
environment. Conventional reinforcement (black steel) with similar cover in adjacent members in the same environment had
spalled badly. This clearly indicates the superior corrosion resistance of stainless steel in the long term. McGregor did not
report any problems with the larger thermal expansion than conventional steel. However, there are also stainless steels with
similar thermal expansion as conventional steel.

Johnsson (1999) reported that so-called acid-proof stainless steel (18/8/3) were unaffected after ten years exposure in coastal
areas with spray of seawater. The test specimens were partly cast into concrete and partly exposed to the outdoors
environment, i.e., the type of exposure a re-bar would experience in cracked concrete. This clearly indicates that there are
stainless steels available today that can sustain corrosion in cracked concrete.

The risk of galvanic corrosion between stainless steel and regular reinforcement is negligible for reinforcement in concrete
(Sandberg et. al., 1996). The steel types could even be welded together.

Repair methods with stainless steel

There are several failure mechanisms for the deck and some of them have been discussed in Paper 6. Two of the failure
mechanisms and the precautions to avoid them are discussed below.

Failure due to negative moment
There is a simple method to decrease the risk of failure due to negative moment (tensile forces in upper reinforcement). The
cause of failure is probably corrosion in the upper reinforcement in the old concrete bridge deck initiated by chloride ions. The
attack will be concentrated to reflective cracks caused by construction joints in the old deck and the attack will therefore
probably be local.
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If the upper reinforcement in the old bridge deck is “replaced” with stainless steel reinforcement (or other “non”-corroding
reinforcement) in the bonded overlay, the negative moment capacity can be secured to a reasonable cost, see figure 12. The
increased height of the deck (effective depth of new reinforcement) due to the bonded overlay lowers the amount of steel
needed to maintain the moment capacity. The cost for using enough stainless steel in the overlay to “replace” the old
reinforcement with respect to negative moment capacity for Viktoria Bridge was more or less the same as using 60 kg/m³ steel
fibre in the concrete mix. The reinforcement in the old deck had a tensile strength of 410 MPa. The amount of stainless steel
needed (both transversal and longitudinal direction included) was only approximately 6 kg/m² (4 to 8 kg/m²) if stainless steel
with a tensile strength of 590 MPa was used. The risk of corrosion below the reflective cracks in the overlay decreases too since
the stainless reinforcement in the overlay decreases the crack width and, therefore, decrease the ingress rate of water, oxygen,
carbondioxid and chloride ions (Schiessel and Raupach, 1998).

Figure 12. Bending negative moment.

Failure due to positive moment
The main problem for some of the repaired concrete bridge decks was corrosion of the lower reinforcement due to carbonation
of the bottom part of the deck (the soffit). Many bridge decks in Sweden have reached a stage where repair of this type of
damages is urgent. There are several options available but if the carbonation front has reached the reinforcement all concrete
surrounding the concrete must be removed and new concrete installed (Fagerlund 1980). This type of repair is troublesome and
costly and the bridge deck may have to be closed for traffic.

A cathodic protection system may be used instead and there are several structures in Sweden today where cathodic protection
systems are installed and perform satisfactorily (Berntsson et. al., 1995, Sederholm, 1994). However, cathodic protection may
need regular maintenance and adjustment (Camitz and Pettersson, 1990) since the system itself generates changes inside the
concrete, which has to be considered until the system has stabilised. Daily and seasonal temperature and moisture variations in
the concrete may also create some problems with cathodic protection systems.

The propagation period for corrosion of the lower reinforcement in the concrete bridge deck can be extended (some cross
section may be lost) due to the increased effective height (40 to 60 %) of the bridge deck after that the overlay has been
installed, see figure 13. The loss of some bond due to spalling may merely increase the deflections (Cabrera, 1996) but the
appearance of the soffit might be bad. There will also be a risk that pieces of the concrete will fall and cause damages on man
and properties. However, the effect of the propagation stage on the service life is only minor since the corrosion probably
propagates fast due to the high w/c-ratio (0,5-0,65), fair supply of oxygen and that the RH varies between 88 and 92 % (Paper 8)
in the lower part of the bridge deck.

If the soffit is treated with a silane or siloxan, the RH in concrete might be lowered and the corrosion rate decreased. This may be
an effective alternative to prolong the propagation stage (Karlsson, 1999). However, there is always problematic to apply an
agent to a soffit. Many soffit are only accessible with the help of a mobile crane and the work does not have to hinder the flow
of traffic on the bridge but possible the traffic under the bridge. The exposure time for many silane or siloxan treatments needs
to be at least a couple of hours but preferably 24 hours (Swedish County Association, 1997). The effect of the treatment is also
dependent on the moisture state of the concrete.

The consequences of the use of silane or siloxane should always be investigated closely. The use may increase the carbonation
rate and decrease the initiation period. Chloride ions bound in the concrete may also be released by the carbonation process
and the risk of chloride initiated corrosion may be unaltered even though the chloride supply at the surface is shut off or at least
decreased.

Bonded concrete overlay
Existing water jetted concrete bridge deck

170 mm 260 mm The effective depth may
increase with 40 to 60 %

Use enough stainless steel (6 kg/m²) in the overlay to secure the
moment capacity even though “middle” reinforcement is lost due to
corrosion

170 mm 210 mm The effective depth
increases
with 20 to 30 %

>50 mm
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Figure 13. Bending (positive) moment. The lower reinforcement may corrode due to carbonation or chloride ingress in the
bottom part of the old concrete bridge deck.

However, the positive moment capacity of the deck provided by the lower reinforcement may be restored by using the new
overlay and install new reinforcement (stainless steel) in the overlay, see figure 14. The idea is to use the old upper
reinforcement as lower reinforcement for the composite bridge deck and to add enough stainless steel at the right location in the
overlay to secure adequate positive moment capacity. The new bonded overlay (often strength grade K50 or more) will handle
the compressive stresses.

A simple calculation of the moment capacity of the bridge deck on Viktoria Bridge before the repair served as reference values
for the two principle moments (positive longitudinal and transversal, i.e., tensile stresses in the lower reinforcement) in the deck.
The lower reinforcement was neglected (considered to be lost) and the moment capacity was restored with help of the overlay
(K50) and stainless steel with a characteristic tensile strength of 590 MPa (Falkland, 1997). The calculations showed that for a
bonded overlay with a height of 110 mm, 10 kg/m² stainless reinforcement is needed (diameter 10 mm, s-125 mm in two
directions) to restore the moment capacity of the deck in both directions. This will not add any extra weight to the bridge deck
since the isolation, protective concrete and asphalt wear course are removed. Less stainless steel will be needed if either the
stainless steel is positioned further down in the overlay or (and) if the height of the overlay is increased but the latter will also
increase the weight of the deck.

However, increased weight can be compensated by using reduced safety factors for the permanent loads if the true dimensions
and densities of the materials are used (Brite/Euram, 1997). A reduction of the load factor from 1,35 to 1,15 may allow the overlay
to be increased from 100 to 150 mm. The most cost-effective solution can be established for each bridge deck but it is out of the
scope for this work.

Figure 14. Bending positive moment. The lower reinforcement may corrode due to carbonation or chloride ingress in the
bottom part of the old concrete bridge deck. Stainless reinforcement is placed in the overlay and used with the concrete
overlay.

There are stainless steels that can sustain a chloride concentration of up to 5 % per weight of cement (BHB Material, 1994, and
Sandberg, 1995). The highest chloride concentration per weight of cement in the surface during a winter in Stockholm was 3 %
(Paper 9). It is therefore likely that corrosion would never occur in the overlay. The accuracy of the estimated service life for the
repaired bridge decks may also increase since one of the degeneration processes (maybe the most important) may be
overlooked. Increased accuracy may (alone) justify an eventual extra cost of using stainless steel.

Use enough stainless steel (10 kg/m²) in the overlay to secure the
moment capacity even though lower reinforcement is lost due to
corrosion

110 mm 80 mm

Use the old upper
reinforcement as lower
reinforcement
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CONCLUSIONS

Repair with water-jetting and bonded concrete overlays is a reliable and versatile repair method for concrete bridge decks. The
overlay and the eventual reinforcement can be tailor made to give the repaired bridge deck the needed functions on most
bridges to a competitive cost.

The production stage is crucial for bonded overlays. The water-jetted surface has to be cleaned carefully both immediately after
the water-jetting and just prior placement of the overlay in order to achieve a strong bond, which is fundamental for a durable
repair. The bond was unaltered or had increased after approximately ten years in service and the service life with respect to
bond is long, probably at least fifty years.

Most damages (cracks) found on the overlays after ten years in service could also been found ten days after the overlay was
placed. These (shrinkage) cracks can be avoided using proper curing procedures. The main drawback with cracks is that they
increase the chloride ingress rate. The use of stainless steel in the overlay may further improve the effectiveness of the method
and substantially decrease the impact of any mistake at the production stage and thereby increase the service life of the bridge
deck and decrease the annual cost.

The resistance to wear and rutting was adequate for concrete overlays in the investigation. Simple adjustments of the design of
the repair could prolong the service life with respect to rutting for overlays with high traffic volumes and narrow lanes without
increasing the annual cost.

Expansion joints should be designed and maintained so that a smooth transition on to the bridge is possible. Uneven expansion
joints may increase the dynamic factor considerably.

The salt-freeze-thaw resistance was good or very good for the overlays in the investigation. Deterioration due to frost was not a
problem even though the yearly number of salt-freeze-thaw cycles on the wear surface could be as high as 20.

A probabilistic approach should be used in service life predictions with respect to chloride initiated corrosion. In order to do so,
the distribution of the parameters in the prediction method needs to be quantified.

The height of the concrete overlays was fairly normal distributed. Documentation of the real height of the overlay by the
contractor is a simple and cheap way of increasing the accuracy of the predicted service life.

Different service life criterion could be used on different members depending on the consequences of a failure. Secondary load
carrying statically indeterminate members should have higher service life criterion than primary statically determinate load
carrying members.

The so-called moving boundary method may predict the ingress of the chosen threshold value accurately. The method is easy,
cheap and fairly insensitive to however performs the service life prediction since nothing has to be “guessed”. However, a
larger study is needed to investigate if the method works. If so, the method will simplify service life predictions of existing
structures.

The total amount of chloride ions absorbed could be estimated by establishing the CWD-properties under relevant conditions
and the average chloride content in the de-icing water. The service life could also be estimated if a triangular (or other)
distribution was assumed. However, the triangular distribution probably under-estimated the service life.

The chloride content in surface water and in the wear surface of the concrete varied in both time and space domain. The
environment and the concrete surface clearly interacted. Chloride ions accumulated fast in the concrete surface during cold
periods when the surface was covered with a chloride contaminated slush, but a large part of the accumulated chloride ions was
later washed out of the surface due to melting snow and rain.

The chloride ingress was slow for solid parts of the overlay and limited in the cracked parts. The service life was approximately
80 till 100 year for solid parts and 40 to 80 years for the cracked parts. However, the service life ought to be prolonged by
treating the relatively few cracks with a hydrophobic treatment.

An overall repair and maintenance plan should always be made before the repair works start. This would force the engineer
designing the repairs to consider the regular maintenance that all structures need. The maintenance could then be simplified by
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adjusting details so that certain measures could be taken at later stages of the bridge decks’ service life to a low cost and with
little disturbance to traffic.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Durability of concrete structures is a field that has been subjected to intensive research the last twenty years. However, the
research has mainly been focused on the concrete material and not on the performance of the in-situ structures. The new
concrete mixes have sometimes caused problem in-situ with workability, early loss of water etc. The concrete mixes developed in
laboratory have not always produced durable structures in-situ, mainly due to workability problems and shrinkage cracking.
Many mixtures have been found to be sensitive to early loss of water, elevated temperatures, delays at the construction site etc.

The main error in the durability strive has been the lack of understanding (or neglecting) that durability of a concrete structure
(member) is not only a concrete material matter but also involves reinforcement, design, production technique and maintenance
plan, see figure 15 and Somerville (1992), Neville (1998) and Walker (1998) for a further discussions. The expected service life,
the cost and the environmental impact are also parts of the durability issue.

Figure 15. Factors involved in the durability of (repaired) concrete structures.

Concrete

The material properties of concrete can be “tailor made” to meet certain demands both in laboratory and in-situ but the total cost
for using concrete increases rapidly the more concrete mixes each concrete plant has to be able to deliver. The risk for errors, as
delivering the wrong concrete, may also increase. The amount of pre-testing and the number of parameters investigated for each
concrete mix seem to be ever increasing as the knowledge of concrete increases. The cost for developing each new concrete mix
is, therefore, also increasing. To exemplify: Radocea (1998) concluded that since every change in the silica fume and/or super
plasticizer (SP) content would alter the chemical shrinkage of the concrete mix, every new mix had to be tested with respect to
chemical shrinkage. The author agrees with Radocea that the relevant parameters for a concrete mix that is to be used should be
tested rigorously. However, the number of mixes used may have to be reduced in order to keep the costs down. The overall
result may otherwise be that concrete may be too expensive to use as a building material in the future.

Reinforcement

The author believes that the use of the current Swedish codes in most cases will produce concrete structures with the
prescribed service life if the production is done with care, i.e., the concrete is dense and well cured and the reinforcement has
the prescribed cover without using the tolerances systematically. If the environment is very aggressive, other precautions than
decreased w/b-ratio and increased cover can be taken. Non (or slow)-corroding reinforcement is a versatile alternative since the
concrete and the cover used on the structure may be unaltered. It may be a lot easier and cheaper to control that for example
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stainless steel has been installed in certain zones before the casting, than to control that the right concrete mix has been used at
the right location and that the concrete has developed the prescribed properties.

The same discussion may also hold for concrete covers. The use of wrong covers (for some reason almost always too small
covers) is often believed to be due to mismatch between spacers and due to wrong interpretation of blue prints. The latter may
also cause problems if two different steel qualities are to be used. However, the concrete construction industry has earlier
worked with different steel qualities in the same structure for over 50 years in Sweden. It is also a lot easier to control that
stainless steel is installed (visible inspection) than to control (physical measurements) that the right covers have been obtained
and that the prescribed concrete properties have been obtained (often destructive testing which also may harm the structure).
The total cost for using 10 to 20 % of stainless steel may therefore not be higher than for using special concrete and different
covers to achieve the same service life.

Another important question is how the probability that the structures will get its prescribed service life is affected by the use of
different measures. When a road agency purchase a structure, the buy incorporates a probability (even though seldom
mentioned or considered) that the designed and built structure will get the right properties (strength, durability etc.). The
probability is an important part of the buy and how different strategies (stainless steel or decreased w/b-ratio in limited zones for
example) affects the probability should also be considered in economical terms before an alternative is chosen. The author
believes that keeping the production simple and easy to control in combination with regular non-announced inspections (not
self-control) is a good way to achieve durable structures. The use of non (or slow)-corroding reinforcement in certain elements
(end-beams, columns in the splash zone or exposed to splash of de-icing water) is also recommended.

Design

Buildability is an important feature of a structure (Somerville, 1992). The public demand on more eye pleasing structure have
lead to slender, curved shapes often with relief in-prints (which may infer on the covers and gather water, chlorides and debris).
These structures may be hard to build with the prescribed tolerances on concrete covers etc. Aesthetic considerations are
today important (and should be in many cases) but the main task for the structure is to carry loads with an adequate safety level
under its service life to a low total cost and low environmental impact. The influence of changes in the concrete composition for
aesthetics (colouring etc.) on the durability parameters are often well documented before the new material is used, i.e., the
knowledge of the material is, as often, good. However, the total influence of different geometry, in-prints etc. on the durability is
probably seldom considered. Bush (1997) showed that relief in-prints increased the amount of water and chloride ions absorbed.
A more unified approach is needed in the future to make sure that new concrete structures meet the public demands on safety,
aesthetics and cost.

The choice of structural system may also have an effect of the durability of the structure. In Sweden, old concrete arch bridges
have been noticed to be durable even though less cover and higher w/c(b)-ratios were used than today. There are probably
several reasons to the observed good durability but the use of an arch (designed properly) to carry load does not induce cracks
in the concrete arch due to self-weight. Moment from light live loads as cars may neither induce cracks but large vehicles will
possible cause the arch to crack. However, these cracks will probably close or at least have their widths decreased when the
load is removed. The risk of corrosion may, therefore, be less than for regular concrete beams, which may crack due to dead load
and where the cracks may be open during its service life.

The development of concrete with compressive strength over 100 MPa that can be used in “normal” production has opened for
several “new” concepts. Pre-cast concrete arch bridges with a span of 40 to 50 m where the full benefits of the high compressive
strength (no stability problems) can be used, is today a realistic solution. Interesting work in this field has been performed by
Almlöf (1998) and Redha (1998). They both concluded that if a two-hinged arch were divided into two similar parts, the parts
could be handled at the plant, transported on regular roads without weight and length restrictions and erected fast at the
construction site. The total cost for the bridge may be less than for an ordinary bridge. The horizontal forces induced by the
arches could either be handled by the foundation or by tension rods below the road passing under the bridge.

Production

The importance and the influence of the production stage have to some extent been neglected by researchers even though we
should not fully depend on perfect workmanship (Somerville, 1992). A study was made by Stewart (1997) who concluded that
the curing procedure in-situ was far from adequate. Only half of the investigated construction sites showed good curing
procedures. The consolidation of the concrete was done with better care than the curing but 13 % of the construction sites
reported lack of consolidation. Both curing and consolidation was found to be highly dependent on the skill and the vigilance
of the workers. The negative influence of lack of curing and/or consolidation on the durability of a concrete member needs no
further comment today. Stewart also concluded that the costs associated with serviceability problems (large deflections etc.)
were higher than costs associated to complete failures since the latter was scarce.
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Bad curing procedures may be just as bad as no curing procedures. Matta (1998) showed that the use of wet hessians was good
curing practice as long as the hessians were kept wet but if the hessians were allowed to dry they may actually remove water
from the concrete and if hessians were used they had to be continuously wet. Austin and Robins (1997) concluded that
concrete mixes containing silica fume were especially sensitive to poor curing during the two first days after casting. The water
permeability could increase with as much as 75 % if proper curing procedures were not used during the first two days.

The author strongly suggests that any contractor without a reference concrete overlay to show should be forced to perform a
test section. The purpose is two-fold. First, it would give the owner of the bridge an opportunity to see if the contractor is
capable of producing smooth, well-cured riding surfaces. Secondly, it would give the contractor a chance to try and, if
necessary, alter his production technique without any risk. The owner should always consider to have and inspector at all
important and sensitive castings. The inspector should document all actions taken and make sure that adequate equipment and
procedures are used. The cost for the inspector is low compared to the costs for any non-documented errors in the production
that may decrease the service life considerably. The information is valuable even though the contractor can not be made
responsible for the errors since it is better to know if and where eventual problems are located.

The collaboration between the ready-mix plant and the contractor must be improved in the future. The contractor should
describe how he wishes the fresh concrete to behave to the ready-mix plant and the discussion should start from there. It is the
contractor's need that is of primary concern. When the two parts have agreed and tested the concrete the contractor should not
be allowed to alter anything in the mix. If the concrete in one delivery (one truck) is too stiff, the concrete should immediately be
discharged since the ready-mix plant has not delivered the proper material. SP should not be added (if not by personnel from the
ready-mix plant) to the mix hoping that the concrete will get better workability since the freeze-thaw resistance of the concrete
may be altered. The responsibilities between the two parts (contractor and ready-mix plant) will also be unclear if the contractor
modifies the concrete and any claims from the owner may be hard to address properly.

Paulsson (1995) observed that concrete mixes were often modified by adding SP to the mix at the construction site by
unauthorised and non-skilled workers. The general opinion on the construction sites was that the increased dosage of SP did
not alter any of the hardened concrete’s properties. This has clearly been demonstrated to be wrong.

Gagné et. al. (1996) showed that the dosage of SP affected almost every property of the hardened concrete. High dosage of SP
in concrete mixes without silica fume (which may occur in steel fibre reinforced concrete) increased the internal bleeding of the
concrete. The bond to the aggregates was therefore reduced and the properties affected by the bond, e.g., flexural strength and
wear resistant, were negatively affected. The freeze-thaw resistance could also decrease for non-air-entrained concrete. The
effect of high SP dosage on concrete mixes containing silica fume was a lot less than for concrete without silica fume mainly
because the silica fume decreased the separation for concrete mixes with high slump (> 220 mm).

Levio and Holt (1997a and 1997b) showed that the early shrinkage could increase as much as six times if the SP dosage was
increased from 0,5 % to 1,5 %. The risk of shrinkage cracking could increase considerably if the SP dosage was increased. The
example is just one of many where lack of knowledge in the production stage may have caused durability problems. Another
problem may be the freeze-thaw resistance of the concrete when SP dosage is increased without testing. The interaction
between the air entraining agent and the type and dosage of SP used must always be tested in advance (Peterson, 1986).
Peterson (1986) conducted an interesting investigation of the in-situ freeze-thaw resistance of thirteen new bridges in Sweden.
He concluded that the spread was large but that the median values of the parameters commonly used to characterise an air-void
system met the demands from the regulations. However, at least 50 % of the bridges had only a fair air-void system. In the
freeze-thaw tests 20 % of the samples lost more material than 1,2 kg/m² which is inadequate. In most cases the air content was
proper put the specific surface was too low, i.e., the air pores were too large. This may be a result of unstable air pore systems in
the concrete.  Some of the observed deviations from very good freeze-thaw resistance of in-situ samples from concrete overlays
in this investigation (Paulsson, 1997) may partly be due to varying SP dosage at the production.

How does the concrete industry avoid these errors in the future? Is really self-control the right way? The author believes that
control, maybe in combination with fines, and increased collaboration between all parts involved could be one method to
decrease the number of errors and their impact. The steel construction industry has also processes, which are of fundamental
importance for the structural performance and the durability of steel structures. Welding is of major concern and the control is
also rigorous. Painting and surface treatments are important to achieve the durability needed. Booth these two processes are
sensitive to workmanship but the steel construction industry seems to be able to control the situation. Is it not about time for
the concrete construction industry to show that it can handle its difficulties without increasing the cost?

Existing structure
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Durability of a repaired concrete structure also involves the durability aspects of the existing structure. Its behaviour and future
deterioration mechanisms must be investigated before any repair measures are considered. It may be so that other deterioration
mechanisms may start to affect the member in shorter time than the service life of the repairs. Could these deterioration
mechanisms be dealt with at the same time as the more urgent damages? This may save money and avoid (decrease) the
disturbance of the traffic at a later stage.

Maintenance plan

The maintenance plan is an important document (Somerville, 1992). There are several purposes with a maintenance plan. The
basic purpose is obvious, i.e., to clearly show what type of maintenance is needed and at which intervals. This makes it possible
to estimate the total cost for keeping the structure in service for a certain service life, which is another purpose with the plan.

A third reason, which often is neglected in the design, is that by establishing a maintenance plan the engineers designing the
repairs are forced to consider and prepare for how the future maintenance should be performed. The engineers are also forced to
consider and estimate the rate and the effect of different deterioration mechanisms and to design and detail the structure so that
the maintenance work can be accomplished as simple and cheap as possible. Small changes in design and detailing before the
structure is built (repaired) may save considerably amount of money at later stages. The engineers could even make simple
proposals on how any damages due to “wear and tear” could be repaired.

A fourth reason for the maintenance plan is to highlight the need for certain actions for the road keeping authorities during the
service life of the bridge. Many repairs are nothing but delayed maintenance but if a “service book” is delivered with the bridge
the risk of neglected maintenance may decrease. The road keeping authority should then be forced to sign every year that the
service book is fulfilled. The service book could also make the predictions for financial needs for the road keeping authority for
every year easier. The service book could also be used to document all other measures taken. The cause of the damage, the
strategy with the repair and the final outcome of the repair (compressive and bond strength, concrete cover etc.) should always
be documented.

Expected service life

The expected service life for a damaged bridge is important to evaluate closely before any other measures are taken. For
structures in need of repair the expected service life could be anything from one year to 120 years or more. If a bridge may be
replaced in 20 years the repair work should at least provide the needed durability for 20 years. Any extra service life created by
more expensive repair work has to be questioned since it may not be needed.

However, the history has taught us that many infrastructures are kept in service longer and with larger loads than expected at
the design stage. The reconstruction of existing infrastructures is often hard due to practical reasons as disturbance of road
users and high cost and the replacement is, therefore, often postponed time after time. An extra cost at the repair work may be
worth it, since longer service life than the anticipated will often be considered in the end even for repaired structures. If the latter
approach is used, it should be explicitly notified in the repair document (and in the service book).

Costs

The possibility to quantify the annual cost for a certain structure (new or repaired) is one of the main reasons (but seldom
commented) to conduct service life predictions. There is always a competition for economical resources between different needs
in the society. This is mainly positive (author’s remark) since it forces different groups, representing different needs, to think
twice.

The maintenance plan and the service life prediction serve as basis for the estimation of the annual cost of a structure (repair).
The entire realistic cost, based on true performance of different bridge elements and water-proofing systems (Racutanu, 1998),
including cost for disturbance of road users and people living next to the structure, should be used. This is necessary in order
to make fair comparisons and to take full advantages of for example stainless steel.

Environment

The growing environmental concern is currently creating new standards for most parts of the society, including the
construction industry. What was wrong a decade ago might be right today. A lot has happened but the author believes that the
large changes are still to come for the construction and concrete industry.

The trouble for the concrete industry is that the current practice to design durable bridges has increased the amount of cement
(low w/c-ratio and large concrete covers) and steel (small crack widths) used. Both the use of cement and steel has impact on
the environment since the manufacturing of the materials consume large quantities of energy. The limestone used in the cement
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manufacturing releases carbondioxid, which may increase the so-called green house effect (Malhotra, 1999). However, the
released carbondioxid can be bound again since concrete exposed to air carbonates and the process may fairly quick for dry
concrete with high w/c-ratios if the structure is designed (Silfwerbrand and Paulsson, 1999) to carbonate fast. The main (only)
problem with the carbonation is that the passive film on black reinforcement is broken down and that this removes the
protection for corrosion for the embedded steel. However, if stainless steel is used the problem with carbonation is eliminated. If
further, the maximum crack widths is increased due to the superior resistance to corrosion of stain less steel the amount of
reinforcement can decrease with as much as 50 % (Ekman, 1997). The concrete cover may also be reduced, which saves concrete
and decreases the dead load of the structure, which in turn further decreases the need for material.

A repair may be beneficial for the environment if the alternative is to tear down the structure and build a new one. The use of
natural resources and the amount of wasted material (and the total amount of transported material) can be less for the repair than
for the replacement alternative. If the annual price is the same for the two alternatives the repair might be chosen if the
environmental impact is less. There are also techniques developed that can make the use of re-cycled aggregates easier and
decrease the cement content in concrete, see for example Silfwerbrand and Paulsson (1999), Paulin (1998) and Holm and Said
(1998) and more innovations will come in the future.

FURTHER RESEARCH

The long-term effects of different repeated maintenance measures need to be evaluated closely. The cost and the environmental
impact should of course be part of the studies in order to be relevant for practical use. The measures could be hydrophobic
treatments and rinsing of (parts of) structures a couple of times during the de-icing season.

Fatigue due to strains caused by impact from uneven transition zone between road and bridge and uneven expansion joint
(Paulsson, 1997) is a field that needs to be investigated. Uneven expansion joints may cause larger dynamic load factors than
stated in codes.

The overall economic and environmental impact of using non-corroding reinforcement or structures without internal
reinforcement needs to be quantified in order to meet the public demand on cost- and resource effective structures with low
maintenance and disturbance of road users.  The focus on environmental friendly structures will increase in the near future.

Pre-cast (match-cast) post-tensioned concrete deck panels with bonded concrete overlays placed on girders may be an
interesting alternative. The use of post-tensioning is interesting since the inspection and replacement of reinforcement is easy if
the system is designed the proper way.

A large investigation of different structures in de-icing environment need to be conducted in order to evaluate if the moving
boundary method can be used to predict the ingress of a threshold value.

How do chloride profiles change beyond 35 or 40 years? Research in this area would increase the knowledge on how the
chloride ingress proceeds at later stages. A simple approach could be to find a member that have been exposed to a certain
environment for say 35 years and monitor the ingress and the micro-climate during the next five to ten years.
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